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Introduction  
 
Lutz Katzschner 
 
The subject of climate change is discussed widely. As the effect in urban areas on the 
heat in cities are even higher the important issue is to discuss measures, which can be 
implemented to mitigate these effects.  
 
Adaptation to increasing temperatures in cities is not yet an issue in every city. Since the 
hot summer of 2003 many institutions started to lobby the governments to make a Heat 
wave Plan. Such a heat warning system, however, only deals with ways to react when 
there is a heat wave. There are no ideas yet on how to plan a neighbourhood and how to 
build houses that are heat proof. In cities, the air temperature can be 8 to 10 degrees 
Celsius higher than in the surrounding countryside. We need to mitigate heat extremes in 
cities as to avoid people turning on air conditioning devices, which consume a lot of en-
ergy, make the heat problem in the city worse and aggravate the climate problem. Of 
course, for some people higher temperatures are no problem, but for other groups it can 
have serious health implications. What kind of research do we need? In the Kassel meet-
ing many participants agreed to further common knowledge exchange and even several 
joint research projects in terms of: 

1. better communication amongst Universities, planners and consultants, 
2. projects on “Heat and health in the city” or “environmental justice”  
3. more scientific projects urban climatology and planning, actual measurement and 

scenario’s for the microclimate at city level. 

Many reports have already listed health effects of climate change, such as increased 
chance on disease and premature deaths. Articles were published about climate change, 
mentioning thermal stress, malaria, food security and poverty as areas of increased risk. 
These effects are not the same around the world and have different ranges, but they 
stress the needs for local climate research to understand the reasons and develop miti-
gation effects. The question how these effects will change with a changing climate is in-
teresting. An increase in average temperature is expected in winter as well as summer. 
Therefore, we would expect less cold related deaths and more heat related deaths. This 
is when we consider average temperatures, but the projected increase in heat waves is 
also interesting. Should we worry, since there is a net reduction of weather related 
deaths? Yes, because there is not only an effect on mortality (deaths) but also on morbid-
ity (illnesses). There is little data on this, but the year 2003 showed some effects, such as 
overwhelmed health systems, effects on labour efficiency, and even increased crime 
rates. Therefore we consider it worthwhile to think about how to adapt.  

The definition of heat waves is different. Hot days can be 30 degrees as daily maxima in 
south Germany; in the Netherlands an official definition of a heat wave is at least five 
days in a row with temperatures higher than 25 degrees, of which 3 days with tempera-
tures above 30 degrees. Here the governments and research teams need to find com-
mon indices for evaluation.  

In many studies the focus is given to the urban heat island effect, where the urban popu-
lation is supposed to be more affected than people in the surroundings of a city, because 
city temperatures are generally higher. In 2003, most of the French heat wave deaths 
occurred in Paris, and in that period pollution figures were also higher. In Germany deaths 
correlated to hot spots, in the Netherlands, 40% of the extra deaths of 2003 were related 
to air pollution. Concluding: why should we worry: because there will be more urbaniza-
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tion, increased numbers of aging people, higher air pollution levels and more heat waves 
because of climate change. Remaining questions: Are we prepared? What are the adap-
tation options? Do we need to change building guidelines? Can air conditioning help? 

Important factors for this discussion are air pollution, thermal comfort and climate 
change. In principle we are expecting an increase in air temperature and a reduction of 
wind. The question is how we can use the potential of an area to improve temperature 
characteristics. In coastal areas there is more wind; in inner country less, so there is no 
ventilation. This can lead to an uncomfortable situation even in a mild climate. In cities, 
often the ventilation is blocked; how to design to get fresh air into the cities? This de-
pends on the height and breadth of buildings, and on the density or scatteredness of spa-
tial developments. 

There has been an analysis of heat waves in Freiburg and effects are already visible. In 
Frankfurt the number of days with heat stress has increased.  

In the KLIMES project in Freiburg the PET index was used, including temperature, humid-
ity, wind and long and short wave radiation. These factors were measured with a mobile 
installation. Simultaneously, people were interviewed about comfort. In Kassel, a tem-
perature between 22 and 24 degrees was perceived as comfortable. In tropical areas, 
this may be around 28 degrees. In a moderate climate people go outside when the 
weather is nice, and then ventilation is important for their comfort. Some places, accord-
ing to the measurement exercise, were never perceived as comfortable: where the land-
scape was ugly and always windy. The picture is very variable. In Hong Kong, with a tropi-
cal climate, wind speed has a positive effect on thermal comfort, but in Kassel, at 18-20 
degrees people do not want much wind. In Berlin, streets stay hot for a long time, while 
slopes cool down in the night. The PET value varies more than the temperature; long 
wave radiation comes from buildings and leads to a higher value of heat stress. Tempera-
ture and rain are distributed unevenly and lead to heat stress areas as well as cooler ar-
eas. 

The thermal comfort value can be used as a planning tool. Different uses ask for different 
planning. PET data can also be used to plan adaptation strategies to climate change. 
Maps can make clear where heat islands are, and where wind should not be blocked or 
where there is too much wind, which actually should be blocked. Heat islands usually ex-
ist in situations with high buildings, small streets and less green areas. Sometimes there 
is not much to be done to mitigate the effects of heat islands, other than destroying build-
ings. The PET method was used to analyse local situations in Stuttgart and Hong Kong. In 
Stuttgart a planning map showed how to make use of slopes, where not to build, and 
where to limit the number of floors. 

The use of building materials also has an effect on the microclimate. Photovoltaic sys-
tems have a positive effect on radiation and air temperature. Trees in Algeria had a dras-
tic effect on the microclimate. Shadow also influences city heat. An interdisciplinary ap-
proach is used in Kassel: experts on global climate change, on thermal comfort, on inter-
viewing citizens, on evaluation of data and planning tools are combined in a team. 

There are a number of principle means which can be taken and which at the same time 
have the global climate change as well as the urban climate in mind (changed from Lon-
don proposal):  

1. reduce the heat effect of new developments:  
a. define where heat islands are 
b. re-greening cities with an aggressive policy: not leftovers but priority 
c. seasonal shading 
d. cool materials for pavements etc 
e. find climate resistant tree species 
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2. design buildings differently 
a. energy saving, but also prevention of overheating 
b. guidelines how to construct 

3. use low carbon methods; cooling hierarchy: 
a. minimize heat generation 
b. stop heat from getting in (albedo) 
c. ventilation 
d. manage heat inside (thermal mass, higher ceilings) 
e. cooling: district cooling? Decentralized energy combined with cooling? 

4. work with energy suppliers on adaptation; periods of high temperature will be less 
interspersed with cooler periods, and this is what causes people to buy air condi-
tioners.  

5. develop a heat wave emergency plan: it was tested in 2006. Measures for exam-
ple: discourage traffic, promote clean cars, and provide information about public 
buildings with air conditioning. 

“Translation” of climatological and meteorological knowledge for planning and designing 
disciplines 

For any assessment simple understandable design guidelines in urban areas and plan-
ning disciplines are needed. Climatologists/ meteorologists should try to prioritize the 
issues that influence thermal comfort so that designers can focus on main issues in cli-
mate- responsive design. Too complicated models are not useable in planning processes 
where so many other factors play a role as well. Design and planning disciplines should 
make climatologists/ meteorologists more aware of the questions that designers are 
concerned with. More interdisciplinary teams have to be formed, with a close contact to 
planning bodies. This issue is dealt with in many of the following papers and presenta-
tions.  

Figure 1: Examples from RUROS Project and Landscape architecture University Kassel to mitigate 
microclimate by design. 

      

This summary and conclusions came from the urban CLIMATE WORKSHOP in Kassel 
February 2008 as well as from the symposium Hot places - Cool spaces 2007 in Amster-
dam. 
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URBAN CLIMATOLOGY and APPLICATIONS 
 

Lutz Katzschner 
University Kassel, Dept. Architecture and Planning, Institute of Environmental Meteorology 

katzschn@uni-kassel.de 
 
ABSTRACT 
 
The city development of Germany follows three main directions, which are influenced by 
the demographic development. Conversion of industrial, military and non used train track 
areas to housing and service centres, the economical concentration and the more 
densely built up inner cities are named as new urbanity. Climatologically speaking this 
development leads to an increase of heat island, air pollution and a reduced ventilation 
of the cities. At the example of Kassel it can be seen that this development has positive 
and negative factors. Urban climate studies can be used to support ideas of architects 
and planners without destroying thermal and air quality comfort. Especially the impor-
tance of open spaces and the thermal conditions are taken as an example to create a 
climatologically approved urban design. From the definition of an ideal urban climate the 
different planning levels and climatic scales are combined. 

 
1 INTRODUCTION 
 
In Germany one can observe different developments. One is that inner cities get more 
densely built up areas with spare vegetation and less open spaces; the second one is the 
conversion of non used open areas like military fields, large old factories and railway 
tracks into building sites. This new urban development leads to an increasing roughness 
with reduced ventilation and higher air pollution and also to an increased heat island 
situation with thermal stress conditions. Urban climate studies have to meet these sub-
jects in order to give help to urban planners and architects. The basic knowledge about 
urban climate has to be evaluated and transferred to planning practice and to answer 
their urgent questions. 

But there is also a third aspect, which tend to be the opposite and occurs mainly in east-
ern Germany. Due to loss of people and industry there the population decreases and 
many houses and factories were destroyed. Here new areas become free and can be cli-
matologically used for ventilation and for an improvement of the open space climate.  

In all these developments it is important that urban climate studies help to bring the 
thermal and air pollution aspects into discussion and not to see an open pace as a poten-
tial area for buildings. For this urban climate investigations have to meet the urgent ques-
tions of planners. Which areas may be free for development, is there a limit in density of 
buildings, which gaps have to be maintained. To answer these questions links between 
climatological and planning scales together with evaluation criteria are needed. The pa-
per shows how the linkage between scales and levels of urban climate and planning 
aims. Moreover it is shown that urban climate can only work with an areal information 
set, which combines planning trends, thermal comfort and air pollution.  

Finally, coming to very concrete proposals, mainly what is of concern for the behaviour of 
people, interviews showed the important role of microclimate in the neighbourhoods. The 
more densely built up cities in the mid latitude climates create an optimum of thermal 
comfort conditions in short walking distances, which is judged as positive, while ventila-
tion is rather seen as negative (Katzschner 2004). The objective here is to discuss in 
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which circumstances this situation can be accepted and at what point the situation turns 
negative in warmer climates. Warm climates therefore need generally wider gaps, while in 
moderate climate density can be even increased in some situations. 

 

Actual Situation
=

Thermal/Dynamic 
Urban Climate Maps (UCM)

Evaluation of the Actual Situation
planning advises 

=
Urban Climate Advising Map (UCAM)

Planning Aims 
(f.e. Urban Development)
Description of Conflicts

     
 
 
In principle any urban climatic research ends in proposals for urban development. This is 
done by a simple comparison between the analysis of an actual situation with the pro-
posed plans and end in a recommendation. Analyses can be done with models or meas-
urements. 

2 URBAN DEVELOPMENT CONCEPTS RELEVANT TO URBAN CLIMATE 
 
Urban development plans and concepts like a master plan have some principle aims, 
which later on get a spatial implementation like: 
 
• Development of inner cities with living, working and shopping together with a reorgani-

sation of the city and the suburban structure 
• Development of an improvement of the living situation ( the social city) 
• Regaining open spaces through pull down of buildings and a convert of land use (the 

renewal of cities) 
• Service centres in the inner city like hospitals, administrations or service companies  
• Development of the infrastructure including traffic 
• Near by recreation (development of green spaces) 
• Development of cultural consciousness 
• Health problems. 
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For further planning discussions, concepts have to be brought into connection to the ur-
ban climate aspects. To which extent do dense building sites effect heat island and ther-
mal conditions of the open spaces and what potentials does the concept have to improve 
thermal conditions and air mass exchange, for example along roads and parks. 

The punctual developments, which are conversion areas from military places to service 
centres and from not longer used industrial places to residential buildings, are dealt with 
and urban climatically evaluated in chapter 4.2 on a microclimatic level. 

Before discussing some conflicts between planning and urban climate it is important to 
see the interactions between climate and use of spaces. Investigations with interviews 
from previous studies (Katzschner 2002) showed very clearly the need of certain micro-
climates in neighbourhoods. At the example of Kassel the ideal thermal conditions could 
be derived as follows:  

• the use of open spaces is more frequent in the centre of the heat island and increases 
with high values of the thermal indices, 

• streets are seen as comfortable for pedestrians if they have the choice between sun 
and shadow, 

• ventilation areas have to be judged in the frame of the city as such and should be clas-
sified as important yes or no. Otherwise there will be no influence on planning, 

The definition of urban climate by the World Meteorological Organisation is the change of 
meteorological conditions which is caused through the built up areas combined with the 
anthropogenic air particles. But this means that the urban climate is connected to all 
weather situations and does not occur during special conditions. Urban climate is defined 
also as a mesoclimate with at least 5 km wideness. By densely built up areas in principle 
a disturbance of air flow is seen, which has a vertical dimension of ca. 1000m. 
The disturbance can be listed as follows: 
• the city is a barrier against regional winds 
• the city has an inhomogeneous higher surface roughness 
• the city creates, compared to the surrounding areas, a heat island which is depending 

from surface conditions and the amount of buildings 
• cites have a high discomfort through a change in the radiation balance 
• the city has to be considered as an air polluting system. 

Therefore a city has its own meteorological system on a mesoscale level, which can be 
clearly separated from the surroundings. Within these systems different microclimates 
exist. Especially the Urban Canopy Layer (UCL), which is the atmosphere between surface 
and mean roof height. Here the described changes in climate have their maximum. 

3 URBAN CLIMATE AND PLANNING  

In urban climate studies different aspects have to be considered, as they directly influ-
ence urban planning and affect health conditions. The definition of these complexes is 
derived from the interaction processes between climate and man to study risks. 

• air pollution complex 
 Under this aspect mainly the ventilation and the local circulation systems have to 

be judged. This is to avoid high concentration of air particles in different areas. 
The meteorological parameters used are wind and turbulences. 

• thermal complex (thermal comfort conditions) 
 Here the thermal comfort conditions in form of heat stress are described. This is a 
 complex function out of the meteorological parameters of wind, radiation, air 
 temperature and humidity. Different indices can be calculated. 
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• architecture and building design 
 Heat balances of buildings are depending on wind speed; this changes the k-

factor (heat transfer) of houses. 
• energy saving aspects 

Natural ventilation and air exchange in the buildings is considered in the context 
of urban climate situation. 

• global climate change 
The global warming effect will create an even higher heat load in cities; therefore 
heat waves will have different effects depending on city densities. 

 
As described above it is important to develop a working scheme in order to have an ac-
tual description of the urban climate circumstances, an evaluation of that and a derived 
urban climate advisory map.  

This can be done on different levels, which are dependent from architectural or planning 
aims. For all theses levels criteria for planning has to be found in order to be in a position 
for implementations. Criteria can be the improvement of the ventilation situation (air 
paths, local circulation systems) or the reduction of the heat island by the heat storage 
capacities and more green in open spaces. 

The definition of the ideal urban climate by Mayer et al. (1990) considers the area and 
time concept as an important evaluation criterion: The "ideal urban climate” is an atmos-
pheric situation within the UCL with a high variation in time and space to develop inho-
mogeneous thermal conditions for man within a distance of 150 m. It should be free 
from air pollution and thermal stress by means of more shadow and ventilation (tropical 
areas) or wind protection (moderate and cold climates). 

Evans and others (Evans et al. 2001) have already developed some proposals for archi-
tects and planners on how to achieve this situation on a micro scale level. These general 
proposals have to be devoted to concrete urban places as seen before: 

 
Planning possibilities thermal effect 
• Width of streets  using shadow and sun in a daily and annual variation  
• Pergolas and arcades sun protection in summer, using winter radiation 
• Vegetation   sun and wind protection, long wave radiation 
• Colours   reflection and daylight 
• Materials   heat storage, dust 
 
4 METHOD 
 
The principle underlying methodology is an areal evaluation of urban climate conditions. 
This is based on land use from digital grid data sets together with topographical data in 
200 m grids. The meteorological input parameters were mean air temperatures and hu-
midity, wind speed and wind directions from near by meteorological stations or from re-
corded data in existing analysis like in the Environmental Atlas Hessen (HLUG 1999) and 
measured data.   

In order to use planning aims and combine them with possible changes in urban climate 
the maps have to be linked to each other so that a conflict can immediately be recog-
nized. For example where future buildings will effect ventilation and how air pollution is 
distributed. The climatic functions then were translated to an evaluation with means for 
planning. 
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Figure 1: Spatial development plan, urban climate and evaluation in the city of Kassel 
  
Through the Geographical Information System (GIS Arc.Info) geographical data and land 
use data were classified and transformed to urban climate functions like thermal aspects 
(i.e. heat and cooling rates), a wind classification with ventilation paths and topographi-
cally influenced downhill movements. The building fabric was classified through rough-
ness length and thermal radiation processes.  

The following factors were used:  

- Land use classifications for thermal and radiation with categories of city structures, 
industrial areas, gardens and parks, forests, greenland and agricultural areas. Water 
was only used from lakes while train tracks got a special classifications as they have a 
large daily variation in surface temperature and therefore radiation differences, 

- topographical and geographical data which influence the local circulation pattern, 
- ventilation through an analysis of the roughness length. 

Evaluation was carried out through a GIS based calculation method, which calculated 
weighting factors for every grid with results for thermal and dynamic maps. This then was 
combined with the urban climate function map with an evaluation to the urban climate 
map for planning use. 
Due to this methodology the climate map has two levels: one is dealing with the thermal 
and the second one with the dynamical aspect. Therefore it is possible to have a classifi-
cation in the final map, which can differ between the advices for heat island effects and 
the well ventilated areas or weak ventilated areas for improvement. The method of a GIS 
based urban climate calculation can be used at all different scales with various grids in 
order to get answers on different planning levels. 

Table - 1 Urban climate and planning scales 
 

Administration level Planning level Urban climate issue Climatic scale 
city                   1:25.000 urban development; 

master plan 
heat island effects; 

ventilation paths 
meso scale 

neighbourhood 1: 5.000 urban fabric system air pollution  meso scale 
block                1: 2.000 open space design thermal comfort micro scale 
single building     1:500 building design radiation and ventila-

tion effects 
micro scale 
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5 RESULTS 
 

5.1 Urban climate and planning on a city level 

  
 
Figure 2: Urban climate function map (left) and the derived urban climate evaluation map (right) 
for Kassel (1:10.000) 
 
For the city level urban climate analysis of the region is needed. Urban climate in-
vestigations followed up by planning proposals. From the urban climate analysis the 
evaluation takes the climatic characteristic and transfers it to a climatically based 
evaluation with planning advises. This is done in 8 steps with important ventilation 
areas (dark blue), cold air production areas with downwind streams (blue) as the 
most important spaces for air mass exchange, up to the red areas which mark the 
heat island with reduced ventilation. While in the blue and green areas the planning 
advice is not to extend buildings here, in the yellow areas a more dense building 
structure is allowed and in the red areas planners should look to the microclimatic 
conditions of the open spaces.  
The investigation result shown in figure 2 is an example of the meso scale level with ur-
ban climate as fundament for the urban development plan. It is important to mention that 
different urban planning levels need different climatic scales. Urban development is de-
voted to the meso scale f.e. 1:25.000; open space planning with thermal comfort analy-
sis have to be done in a mirco scale level of 1:2.000 or larger, which can be seen in the 
next chapters. 

Urban planning needs qualitative and quantitative spatial results which they can rely on. 
GIS calculates grids which later can be transferred to vector data. The results from the 
investigation areas are shown in a spatial evaluation and a directly devoted planning ad-
vice, where the urban climate function is explained with the outcome for planning. The 
main classifications are: ventilation areas, improvement areas against thermal stress, 
fresh air production zones and rules for density and heights of buildings.  

5.2 Urban climate and planning on a city quarter level 

In the frame of the urban climate situation of Kassel as a result in the meso scale one 
comes to a more micro scale analysis as seen in figure 3 in a scale of 1:5.000, as back-
ground information for a master plan. Reason here was the conversion of non used old 
train tracks and industry into building sites for residential buildings. The area is situated 
near the city centre and so it would fit the inner development plan from the overall con-
cept. The old train station is not longer intensively used and areas become free for further 
building development. The intention was to reorganise an old train station with new con-
structions of residential buildings and create open space for recreation. The master plan 
should also include a detailed urban climate study to evaluate the meso- and microcli-
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mate in terms of ventilation and thermal conditions. Within these city structures a cli-
matologically inhomogeneous situation occurs with high heat islands effects, air paths 
and vegetation sites. 

Therefore more detailed investigation was carried out with measurements and calcula-
tions of thermal index PET in order to make recommendations for the construction of 
buildings and open spaces, as for any open space planning discussion where the differ-
ent thermal conditions in an area play an important role. This is can not be done by aver-
age values. More important for any planning evaluation is the variation of the thermal 
conditions in time and space. Here the physiological equivalent temperature PET with a 
spatial variation was used. Each value then was directed to an urban classification (figure 
3). 

One can see that highest values of PET occurred in the industrial outdoor places without 
any vegetation. The spatial variety is low. Residential areas can be warm, but it is always 
possible to choose cooler places there (i.e. backyards and tree shadow).  
 

 

Legend: 
colours   classification        PET (oC)  ∆PET(spatial oC) 
                                                          (typical summer day 12 o’clock) 
 
dark red (industry)             warm                     42                 5 
 
red (residential 5 fl)           very warm              39                10 
 
brown (residential 3 fl)       warm                     35                15 
 
yellow (open structured)   moderate                30                  6 
 
grey (train tracks)              warm, ventilated    34                  2 
 
blue (vegetation,  tracks)   moderate               33                  5 
 
dark blue (vegetation)        cool                       25                  2 

 
Figure 3: Urban climate map of the investigation area in a scale of 1:5.000   
 
From these investigations of ventilation and thermal comfort following proposals were 
derived:  

• the blue areas should be kept free for ventilation, 
• the yellow areas can be built under respect of the air flow as drawn in the map,  
• for the residential areas with a good ventilation and a high variety of thermal comfort 

zones, no recommendation is given, 
• wide streets with high wind speed need more vegetation against cold stress during au-

tumn to spring, 
• the very small vegetation site has very different thermal comfort conditions, this should 

be kept.  
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5.3 Urban climate and planning of open spaces 
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Middle high vegetation 
against wind; 
Water fountain for cool-
ing and masking of 
traffic noise; 
planting of trees for 
shadow and wind reduc-
tion near a bus stop;  
creeping plants at the 
facade against long 
wave radiation and 
glaring; 
shadow areas with 
sitting possibilities; 

 
Figure 4: Percentage of people in comfort, thermal conditions, evaluation criteria and a design 
proposal for an open space 

Getting into detail of the open space planning the microclimatic scale should be investi-
gated and evaluated. This can be shown at an open space at the Hauptbahnhof in Kas-
sel. First step were measurements with parallel interviews. From that figure 5 shows the 
local spots (yellow) were thermal comfort could never be reached, while others have a 
high percentage of thermal comfort throughout a year. The thermal calculation in figure 5 
(right) shows that the non comfort places correspond to cool places while the comfort 
ones are not the hottest points but fairly warm places.  The evaluation criteria climate 
variability shows in a yearly average the frequency of occurrence of a certain thermal 
comfort situation. 

 

 

Suitable climate conditions for use in accordance to 
the corresponded optimal PET value 
1. Red lines as walking space within the 

heat island suitable for cultural events 
and exhibitions and cafes (PET 22oC) 

2. Open places in the heat island near 
buildings (lilac); too much ventilated for 
calm activities music events proposed 
(25 oC) 

3. Green area near slopes windy and cold 
stress no open activities possible; a 
proposal for walking and sightseeing 
(18 oC) 

4. Green vegetation areas; warm but good  
cooling in summer; proposal for pubs 
and  

   social events during daytime, wind re-
duction through plantings proposed (20 

oC) 
 
Figure 5: Cultural concept Kassel for open air activities with suitable climates 
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5.4 Application of urban climatology with the cultural concept Kassel 
 
The union of architects and urban planners (SRL) had developed a concept for an appli-
cation to become cultural capital. Within this concept they advised different cultural ac-
tivities in the open spaces of the inner city and towards a park area. Figure 5 shows the 
connection between the concept and suitable thermal conditions for the planned activi-
ties. As said before the use of open space is also depending on climate, therefore the 
concept in its spatial pattern has to be considered in the microclimatic varieties. The 
main concept of a walking line between the important cultural events is situated in the 
maximum heat island with reduced ventilation. These warm areas are adopted well for 
cultural activities, while at the slope situation towards the park high winds occur with cold 
stress most of the time. Therefore these areas are only suitable for walking and not for 
sitting outside to have coffee etc. These planned activities were background for the PET 
values, which should be achieved in that typical situation during summer, when open 
space activities have their highest frequency. 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

For any urban plan, concept or master plan urban climate maps are important to evaluate 
thermal comfort for the use of open spaces and ventilation for air pollution problems. One 
can see that these aspects were separated in different planning levels to which climatic 
investigations have to be devoted to. 

Following the aim of planners to revitalise cities, the use of open spaces is in the centre 
of discussion and here the thermal comfort plays an important role. Heat island in this 
sense can also be seen as positive for mid European cities.  Higher varieties of microcli-
matic situations having the air pollution problem in mind can be good criteria for urban 
climate. In general it is important to compare the climate pattern with city structures and 
the use of open spaces at the same levels. 
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Thermal Comfort in Urban Planning and Architecture under Consideration of Global 
Climate Change 

 
Feb. 20th and 21st 2008 

KASSEL Germany 
 

Location 
 

Kasseler Architekturzentrum (KAZ) 
Hauptbahnhof Kassel (Main Station Kassel) 

Bahnhofsplatz, Kassel 
 
 
Organized by: 
 
Prof. Dr. Lutz Katzschner University of Kassel, Department of Environmental 

Meteorology 
Henschelstr. 2, 34127 Kassel 
phone +495618042796  
email: katzschn@uni-kassel.de 

 
Dipl. Ing. Sanda Lenzholzer Landscape Architecture Department University Wageningen, 

NL 
 
The workshop will be held in the Kasseler Architekturzentrum, which is located directly in 
the main station of Kassel; Bahnhofsplatz 
http://www.kulturbahnhof-kassel.de/bahnhofsplan 
 
Pre booked accommodation: Hotel Excelsior, Erzberger Str. 2, 34117 Kassel (very close 
to main station) http://www.excelsior-kassel.de phone 00495617664640 latest 
reservations 31.12.07 
 
Aim of the workshop 
 
Communicate the relationship between meteorological/ physical and psychological 
factors on thermal comfort perception in urban outdoor space and reflection in climate-
responsive design under the consideration of climate change. 
 
19. February 2008 arrival with 19:00 welcome drink and some snacks 
 
„Zentrum für Umweltbewußtes Bauen“ Gottschalkstr. 28 Kassel 
Introduction: Dr. Dietrich Schmidt, Fraunhofer Institute Kassel 
Location site: http://www.zub-kassel.de/kontakt  
Departure from Hotel Excelsior  18:30 
 
 
 

 
 
Program: 
 
20. Feb. 2008  
 
10:00 Welcome and Introduction  

 
University Kassel    Prof. Dr. Lutz Katzschner 
University Wageningen  Dipl. Ing. Sanda Lenzholzer 

 
Introduction to Disciplines / Initial Statements 
 
10:15 Prof. Dr. Helmut Mayer, University Freiburg  

Thermal comfort in urban climate research an overview 
 

10:45 Vinzenz Frhr. von Feilitzsch, Architect and Urban Planer 
 Urban planning developments 
 
11:00 Prof. Dr. Marialena Nikolopoulou, University Barth England 
 Architecture and thermal comfort 
 

Coffee break 
 

Theme 1: Analysis methods: thermal comfort measurements, thermal comfort sensation 
 
12:00 

Prof. Dr. Ingegärd Eliasson; Prof. Dr. Sofia Thorsson, University Göteborg 
Thermal comfort; investigations and conclusions (first part) 

  
Break for Lunch 

 
Continuing: Thermal comfort; investigations and conclusions (second part) 

 
14:30 - 16:30 
 

Prof. Dr. Michael Bruse, University Mainz 
 BOTworld, model for thermal comfort analysis 
 

 Dipl. Ing. Sanda Lenzholzer, University Wageningen  
Spatial perception and thermal comfort experience  

 
 Vicky Cheng, Martin Centre Cambridge, Prof. Dr. Edward Ng, CUHK 
 Lessons to be learned from thermal studies in tropical climates 
 
 Prof. Artur Gonçalves, Institito Politecnico de Braganca 
 Thermal comfort, open spaces 

 
17:00 Discussion of day one (round table) 
 
 Creating Networks and Cooperations 
 
19:00 Dinner University Kassel, Henschelstr. 2; Room 1114, I. Floor 



 
 
 
21. Feb. 2008  
 
Theme 2: Climate responsive design for outdoor thermal comfort under consideration of 
climate change 
 
9:00 Dr. Paul Dostal; Dr. Jutta Holst, University Freiburg 
 Project KLIMES 
 
9:30 Dipl. Ing. Hendrik Laue University Kassel 

Aspects from landscape architecture “der Klimagarten” 
 

10:00 Prof. Norman Pressman 
Stressful climates: Thermal comfort in the public realm 
 
Coffee break 
 

Theme 3: Evaluation and planning assessment 
 
11:00 Dr. Rainer Röckle IMA Freiburg 

Urban Climate Map and Planning  
 
11:30 Dr. Ulrich Reuter City of Stuttgart  

20 years experience in urban climate and planning in Stuttgart 
 

12:00 to 13:00 Round table discussion with participants and invited planners 
 
Invited guests for the round table discussion: 
Dr. Dirk Schimmelpfennig, Health Department Kassel 
Dr. Heike Koeckler Centre for Environmental System Research, Environmental Justice 
 

 
Lunch and end of the workshop 
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What is human thermal comfort? (I)

- human thermal comfort is defined by ASHRAE
state of mind that expresses satisfaction with the thermal surroundings
(ASHRAE standard 55, British standard BS EN ISO 7730)

- thermal comfort describes a person’s psychological state of mind
is usually referred to in terms of whether someone is feeling too hot or too cold

- human thermal comfort is maintained
- when the heat generated by human metabolism is allowed to dissipate
- thus maintaining thermal equilibrium with the thermal surroundings



Meteorological Institute
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What is human thermal comfort? (II)

- humans react to the atmospheric environment through heat exchange
human energy balance
- takes into account all mechanisms of heat exchange
- between the human body and its environment
- mechanisms are important in maintaining human thermal comfort
- mechanisms must keep heat production and loss at an equilibrium

- in order to maintain body core temperature at around 37 °C
- any heat gain or loss beyond this generates a sensation of thermal discomfort

- human thermal comfort depends on different factors
almost impossible to predict thermal comfort for individuals
“human thermal comfort” is mostly related to a collective of people:
80% is a reasonable limit for the minimum number of people
who should be thermally comfortable in an environment



Meteorological Institute
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Six physical basic factors
determining human thermal comfort

other factors?
- personal factors

- psychological factors
- sociocultural factors
- …

adaptation, acclimatisation, …



Meteorological Institute
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Why is thermal comfort of importance
in applied urban climatology?

- strong public interest in the quality of open urban spaces
increasing importance of making urban space attractive and accessible

- besides other features (e.g. air pollution, noise, …) human thermal comfort is a 
critical parameter for the use of outdoor spaces in the urban environment

- use of urban space is more likely to increase if the outdoor environment is 
thermophysiologically comfortable

- human thermal comfort increases efficiency, well-being and health of people in 
cities

- thermally comfortable outdoor environment
positive influence on the indoor climate

- human thermal comfort increases quality of life within cities

- …
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Scheme to analyse human thermal comfort
by use of thermal indices

thermophysiological assessment indices
predicted mean vote PMV
physiologically equivalent temperature PET
perceived temperature pt
OUT_SET*
(UTCI)
thermophysiological variables (e.g. Tsk)

human beings
activity
heat transfer resistance of the clothing
albedo, emissivity
…

atmospheric environment
air temperature
vapour pressure
wind speed
short- and long-wave radiation flux densities 
from the three-dimensional surroundings
( mean radiant temperature)

human energy balance
comfort equation after FANGER
MEMI model
ENVI-met model
BOTworld model
IMEM model
...

results (maps, frequency distributions, temporal variability, ...)

questionnaires
graded assessment scale
…
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Methods to analyse human thermal comfort in cities (I)

1. experimental investigations and numerical simulations

objectives:
- human-biometeorological assessment of the thermal component of 

urban climate (e.g. human thermal comfort)
using thermal indices
dependent on
- different spatial and temporal scales
- usage of different urban open spaces

target groups:
- collective of people
- individuals?
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Example for experimental investigations (I)
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Example for experimental investigations (II)

3-d radiation setup, Urban Climate Group, Göteborg University, Sweden
(source: Thorsson et al., 2007)
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Methods to analyse human thermal comfort in cities (II)

2. field surveys

necessity:
- actual thermal sensations of individuals differ from those predicted by 

models
- about only 50% of the variance in subjective comfort evaluation is 

explained by physical parameters (Nikolopoulou and Steemers, 2003)

- perception of the thermal environment strongly influences usage 
patterns

- different geographical/climatic zones different cultures
- effects of adaptation and acclimatisation

psychological parameters must be involved in thermal assessment of 
the outdoor environment
increasing importance of psychological adaptation
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Methods to analyse human thermal comfort in cities (II)

2.1 questionnaires (field survey type a)

objectives:
- information on subjective human variables in the outdoor context, 

e.g.
- behaviour
- thermal history
- perception of current thermal, air pollution, luminous and accoustic

situation
- usage of outdoor spaces
- …
of individuals at different open spaces

many individuals form a collective of people
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Example for questionnaires
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Methods to analyse human thermal comfort in cities (III)

2.2 monitoring (field survey type b)

e.g. by use of webcams

objectives:
- information on subjective human variables in the outdoor context

- actual behaviour
- actual use of space
- …
of individuals (people) at different open spaces (and indoors)
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Results: overview (I)

- results on human thermal comfort are available for cities in different 
countries worldwide
e.g. Bahia, Brazil; Colombo, Sri Lanka; Ghardaia, Algeria; Göteborg, Sweden; Lisbon, 
Portugal; Munich, Freiburg, Germany; Szeged, Hungary

- human thermal comfort is described by
- thermal indices derived from the human energy balance
- variables derived from questionnaires (e.g. ASV)
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Results: overview (II)

- human thermal comfort is investigated most frequently for a collective 
of people
target group “individuals” requires the consideration of many individual (psychological) 
factors governing human thermal comfort

but they cannot included in existing models for the human energy balance in a 
sufficient manner up to now (e.g. adaptation, acclimatisation, …)

- human thermal comfort is analysed most frequently in form of
- maps (different spatial scales)

- temporal patterns
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Results: urban bioclimate maps

example:
mean annual number
of days with heat stress
in Berlin
(Grätz and Jendritzky, 1998)
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Results: numerical simulations on thermal comfort (I)
Orientation

E-W

N-S

NE-SW

NW-SE

Height-to-width ratio H/W

street: 8 x 1 m

2 m
1.2 m

W
H

0.5 1 2 43
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Results: numerical simulations on thermal comfort (II)
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Results: experimental investigations on thermal comfort
Freiburg, Rieselfeld, 19-06-2007
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Conclusions

- human thermal comfort can be described in a sufficient manner

- consideration of human thermal comfort is essential for applied urban 
climatology

- application of a coordinated design of different methods is most suitable 
to analyse human thermal comfort for people within cities

- results of investigations on human thermal comfort point out different 
influencing factors, e.g.
- spatial and temporal scale
- use of urban open spaces
- climate background conditions
- specific urban climate conditions (e.g. due to the design of urban street canyons)
- personal characteristics of people
- …



Sustainable Neighbourhood from Lisbon to Leipzig through Research (L2L), Leipzig, May 2007                          Meteorological Institute, Albert-Ludwigs-Universitäty of Freiburg, Germany

Thank you very much
for your attention



Architecture and 
outdoor thermal comfort

Marialena Nikolopoulou

Director 
Research Unit for the Engineering and Design of Environments

Kassel, 20th February 2008



Role of open spaces

Important aspect for quality of life
Nature of the city, area for communication

social activities
cultural activities
economic activities

the street is where the action is
Microclimate is important parameter
Effects use of space 





commercial activity thrives underneath…





Use of open space



Project RUROS
Rediscovering the Urban Realm and Open Spaces

http://alpha.cres.gr/ruros

Co-financed by the 
European Union FP 5

KA 4: "City of Tomorrow and Cultural Heritage"
Programme: "Energy, Environment and Sustainable Development"



Emphasis on pedestrian



Research methodology

Microclimatic measurements
Air temperature
Solar radiation
Wind speed
Humidity
Lighting levels
Sound pressure levels 

Interviews: structured questionnaires

Use of space

10,000 interviews across Europe



Microclimatic monitoring



Interviews at different cities

Summer Autumn Winter Spring

Athens 418 360 418 307

Thessaloniki 600 509 335 369

Milan 308 393 207 265

Fribourg 452 427 540 501

Cambridge 341 185 85 337

Sheffield 301 216 200 291

Kassel 301 209 74 240



Use of space: Karaiskaki square, Athens
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Karaiskaki square

2nd August 2001
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Sea-shore
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Karaiskaki square

Sea-shore
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Human 
monitoring



Overall comfort state
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Thermal sensation distribution
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Thermal comfort 
objective - subjective data

Percentage Frequency Distribution
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Different forms of adaptation

Physical adaptation
1. Reactive adaptation

Physiological adaptation

Psychological adaptation
naturalness
expectations
past experience
time of exposure
perceived control
environmental stimulation

clothing
metabolic heat
spatial variation

2. Interactive adaptation
environmental control



Physical adaptation

Reactive adaptation

Variation of clothing 
with air temperature
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Physical adaptation
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Physical adaptation
Interactive adaptation

environmental control





Bobo Rasch, 
Medina



Psychological adaptation
Naturalness
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Psychological adaptation

Experience - Expectations
anecdotal comments
small no. of ±2 votes, under a range of climatic 
conditions
wide range of neutrality zone across Europe 
shift of comfort zone: intermediate seasons follow 
profile of preceding season



Neutral temperatures
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Psychological adaptation

Time of exposure



Psychological adaptation

Perceived control
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Psychological adaptation
Perceived control
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Psychological adaptation
Environmental stimulation
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On the way to sustainable cities…
…and how to allow for increased human 
interaction

Aim to increase users’ exposure to 
positive and protect from negative
aspects of the climate throughout the 
year



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Fifth Framework Programme 1998 – 2002 
Co-financed by the European Union 

Key Action 4 "City of Tomorrow and Cultural Heritage" 
from the programme 

"Energy, Environment and Sustainable Development"

RUROS
 

Rediscovering the Urban 
Realm and Open Spaces

Designing Open Spaces in the 
Urban Environment:

a Bioclimatic Approach
http://alpha.cres.gr/ruros

guide

database



Urban Climate Spaces
A multi- and interdisciplinary research project

including scientist from

Climatology, Architecture, Psychology
The project is presented by 

Ingegärd Eliasson and Sofia Thorsson
Göteborg Urban Climate Group, University of Gothenburg

in collaboration with
University of Gävle, Sweden

Sofia Thorsson and Ingegärd EliassonKassel 20-21 February, 2008 Urban Climate Group,           
Department of Earth Sciences, Göteborg University



Background
In 2001 the Swedish Research Council
for Environment, Agricultural Sciences

and Spatial Planning (FORMAS) announced
a call for multidisciplinary projects for 

a new key action area called
Urban Public Spaces

Sofia Thorsson and Ingegärd EliassonKassel 20-21 February, 2008 Urban Climate Group,           
Department of Earth Sciences, Göteborg University



Urban Climate Spaces

One of four multidisciplinary projects chosen 
for the Urban Public Space action area, 

the only project including researchers from 
science faculty

Sofia Thorsson and Ingegärd EliassonKassel 20-21 February, 2008 Urban Climate Group,           
Department of Earth Sciences, Göteborg University



Urban Climate Spaces

The aim is to assess the impact 
of weather on city life and 
study how urban public spaces 
are appreciated and used by its 
visitors 

- weather and outdoor activity
- perception of weather
- weather and place perception
- weather and emotions 
- climate, attachment, identity 
and memory

AT 30 LINCOLN PLAZA, A SERENE AND GREEN PUBLIC SPACE. (PHOTO: DAVID W. 
DUNLAP/THE NEW YORK TIMES) http://cityroom.blogs.nytimes.com/category/public-
spaces/2007/09/18/

Sofia Thorsson and Ingegärd EliassonKassel 20-21 February, 2008 Urban Climate Group,           
Department of Earth Sciences, Göteborg University



The Nordic city is in focus in the
Urban Climate Spaces 

project but an international perspective was gained through 
a parallel study in Tokyo, Japan

financially supported by the Japan Society for Promotion of Science, Postdoctoral 
Fellowship for North American and European Researchers (JSPS ).

Sofia Thorsson and Ingegärd EliassonKassel 20-21 February, 2008 Urban Climate Group,           
Department of Earth Sciences, Göteborg University



Göteborg, Sweden
(57°42’N, 11°58’E)

Göteborg



Luleå, Sweden
(65°35’N, 22°9’E)Luleå
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Tokyo, Matsudo, 
Japan
(35ºN)
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STUDY AREA
Square Park Waterfront Courtyard
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Sofia Thorsson and Ingegärd EliassonKassel 20-21 February, 2008 Urban Climate Group,           
Department of Earth Sciences, Göteborg University



METHODS
Empirical studies (2003-2005)

Sweden: 2 cities × 4 (3) places × 4 seasons × 5 days (11 am – 3 pm) in Göteborg 
(2003-2004) and in Luleå (2004-2005).

Japan: 1 city × 2 places × 2 seasons (March 2004 and May 2005) × 8 days (11 am 
– 3 pm).

Micrometeorological measurements (60 days):  air-, surface - globe temperature, 
short- and longwave radiation, wind,
humidity. 

Behavioral data: Observations (620): activity, every 20 minutes
On site interviews (6000): demographic variables, clothing, social 
conditions, perception about current weather and the place, and 
behaviors and attitudes related to the place.
Questionnaire (1443): to people living/working in central parts of
Göteborg and Luleå. Questions about habits and attitude to climate 
and outdoor staying. 
Telephone interviews (100): enter deeply into one's questionnaire 
(Göteborg, Luleå)

Sofia Thorsson and Ingegärd EliassonKassel 20-21 February, 2008 Urban Climate Group,           
Department of Earth Sciences, Göteborg University



METHODS -
Micrometeorological 
measurements

Factor Instrument Accuracy

Ta Rotronic YA-100 <±0.2 °C

Tg AMR Pt100 PK 24 ±0.3 °C at 0 °C

Ts AMiR 7811-20 ±2 °C

RH Rotronic YA-100 < ±1%

W Gill Inst. Ultrasonic 1.5% RMS

S↓ Kipp & Zonen CM3

L↓ Kipp & Zonen CG1



METHODS 
– observations

Sofia Thorsson and Ingegärd EliassonKassel 20-21 February, 2008 Urban Climate Group,           
Department of Earth Sciences, Göteborg University



METHODS     
– on site interviews

 
 

 
 
Activity (before the interview):        Lying        Sitting         Standing         Walking      Sun / Shade 

Clothing: Pants or skirt:(long/medium/short) Sweater or jacket:(thick/thin) Coat:(long/short) Shirt:(long/short)

Personal background: 
Sex:            M                 F 

Age:           ≤ 20             21-35          36-50           51-65          66-80          > 80  

                  Live in the neighbourhood        Work in the neighbourhood               Neither of them 
 
1. How often do you pass or linger on in this place? 
     Daily        Several times/week        A few times/week        A few times/month        Rarely       First tim
 
2. What is the most important reason for being in this place? 
 

I am on my way home from      Both                         I am outside to exercise, ge
or to work, school, store or        some fresh air, see other

any other place       people, relax. 
 
3.  How long have you been outdoors? ________________ in this area?  ______________
 
4.  How do you experience the current weather today? 
Calm                 Windy 
Cold                Warm 

Good for outdoor activity               Bad for outdoor activity
 
5.  How do you experience the place just now? 
Ugly                Beautiful 
Unpleasant                                       Pleasant 

Draughty, windy               Calm 

Cold                                       Warm 
 
6. How do you feel just now in this place? 
Elated                 Bored 
Glad                                      Gloomy 

Calm                                      Nervous 

Active                                      Passive 

 

                 

          Very cold      Cold        Cool       Slightly  Comfortable  Slightly    Warm        Hot       Very hot 
                  cool                            warm 
 
7. "How much urban-person (take pleasure from the street-life, the shops, the amusements 
of the city) and country-person (take pleasure from the see, the woods, the nature) are you?
 
More of an urban person Country person 

Place:            Sub-space:        Date:            Weekday:            Time:          Signature:



Weather and outdoor activity
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Results - weather and outdoor activity

Swedish people spend in general 5 % of the day 
outdoors 

- 45 minutes on weekdays
- 1 hour on weekends

Sofia Thorsson and Ingegärd EliassonKassel 20-21 February, 2008 Urban Climate Group,           
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Results - weather and outdoor activity

Total attendance as a function of  air 
temperature (Ta), clearness index (CI) and wind
speed (w), Göteborg.

Eliasson I, Knez I, Westerberg U, Thorsson S, Lindberg F (2007) Climate and behaviour in a Nordic city. Landscape and Urban Planning, 82:72-84
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Results - weather and outdoor activity

y = 0.58x + 1.31
R2 = 0.39
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Lindberg F, Thorsson S, Eliasson I (2007) 
The influence of weather on outdoor activity in two high latitudes cities, Sweden. Submitted to Environment and Behaviour.
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Results - weather and outdoor activity

Park, Luleå

y = 1.06x + 3.35
R2 = 0.24
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Lindberg F, Thorsson S, Eliasson I (2007) 
The influence of weather on outdoor activity in two high latitudes cities, Sweden. Submitted to Environment and Behaviour.
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Results - weather and outdoor activity

y = 0.83x + 1.30
R2 = 0.39
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Lindberg F, Thorsson S, Eliasson I (2007) 
The influence of weather on outdoor activity in two high latitudes cities, Sweden. Submitted to Environment and Behaviour.
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Perception of weather
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Results – perception of weather

Perception of temperature
5-point scale: (1) cold-warm
Temperature interval: -7.6 to +20 °C

The hypothesis is that temperature is perceived differently in different climate 
regions (local temperature scale). 

The participants’ in Göteborg and 
Luleå perceive the temperature 
differently 
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Thorsson S et al. (2007)
Local temperature scale – Global wind scale. Manuscript 
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Results – perception of weather

Perception of wind
5-point scale: calm-windy
Wind interval: 0.3 to 3.0 ms-1

The hypothesis is that wind is perceived more equally in different climate 
regions (global wind scale).

The participants’ in Göteborg and 
Luleå perceive the wind equally.
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Thorsson S et al. (2007)
Local temperature scale – Global wind scale. Manuscript 
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Weather and place perception
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Square, 
Göteborg

Waterfront
plaza, 
Göteborg

Results - weather and place perception

Eliasson I, Knez I, Westerberg U, Thorsson S, Lindberg F (2007) Climate and behaviour in a Nordic city. Landscape and Urban Planning, 82:72-84
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Weather and emotions
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Results - weather and emotions

R2 = 0.04 R2 = 0.03R2 = 0.04

Eliasson I, Knez I, Westerberg U, Thorsson S, Lindberg F (2007) Climate and behaviour in a Nordic city. Landscape and Urban Planning, 82:72-84
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Climate, attachment, 
identity and memory
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Place-Related Identity

Residential Time Place Attachment

Place-Related 
Distinctiveness

Place-Related 
Self-Esteem

Place-Related 
self-Efficacy

Place-Referent 
Continuity

Place-Congruent 
Continuity P

l a
ce

 
cl

im
at

e

Prolonging one’s stay at a place intensities one’s 
emotional bond to that place which in turn leads 
that a place becomes more a part of one’s identity.

Results - Climate, attachment, identity and memory

Knez, I (2005) Attachment and identity as related to a place and its perceived climate. Journal of Environmental Psychology. 25, 207-218
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PLACE MODERATOR/MEDIATOR HUMAN RESPONSE

Physical base
form
material
naturalness
location

Weather
temperature
solar radiation
wind
humidity
cloudlessness

Function
physical activity
social activity

Culture
rules
norms
values

Person
knowledge/experience
attitude/expectation
belief/preference
perceived control
demographic variables
biological base

Situation
length of exposure
momentary clothing

Sensation

Perception

Cognition

Emotion

Adaptation

Coping

Behaviour

DIRECT INFLUENCE

INDIRECT 
INFLUENCE

Knez I, Eliasson I, Thorsson S, Westerberg U, Lindberg F (2008) 
Outdoor Place-Related Assessment: Towards a Conceptual Model. Manuscript
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Conclusions

• Weather parameters have a significant influence on participants’ weather 
assessments and place-related perceptions, emotions, attendance

• Differences in perception of weather exist in different climate regions

• Moderators, such as knowledge/experience, attitude/expectation, 
belief/preference and culture have a strong influence on the perception of 
weather

• Design strategies can influence outdoor activity (park in Luleå)
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Multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary 
research projects

Scientific Challenge
The success of a multi-/interdisciplinary research projects depends not only on 
the disciplinary constituents, but also on the researchers background and 
experiences from working in multi-/interdisciplinary projects.

Tradition, Culture and Communication
Besides different scientific thinking, different cultures, traditions and languages 
meet in a multi-/interdisciplinary cooperation's. As a results more time, 
discussions and meetings are needed. 

New Knowledge
The benefits from working in multi-/interdisciplinary projects are that new 
knowledge can be gained which otherwise would not have been possible.  

Sofia Thorsson and Ingegärd EliassonKassel 20-21 February, 2008 Urban Climate Group,           
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3D-GIS for urban purposes
- examples from Göteborg

Sofia Thorsson

Göteborg Urban Climate Group
Department of Earth Sciences, University of Gothenburg
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3D-GIS for urban purposes
Increasing availability of 3D-data

- modeling and visualization of the urban space in three dimensions

Communication tool 
researchers – planners – decision makers

Climate research
Air pollution modeling

Urban planning, architecture design and 
environmental policy making

Sofia ThorssonKassel 20-21 February, 2008 Urban Climate Group,           
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Digital Elevation Model 
Municipality vector data
- planning purposes

Original spatial resolution:
0.5 m

Two main datasets:
Building structure + ground
elevation

Missing information:
Vegetation

Lindberg F (2007) Modelling the urban climate 
using a local governmental geodatabase. 
Meteorological Applications, 14:3, 263-273.

3D-GIS for urban climate research 
- examples from Göteborg
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Continuous images of:
• Sky view factor

Lindberg F (2007) Modelling the urban climate 
using a local governmental geodatabase. 
Meteorological Applications, 14:3, 263-273.

3D-GIS for urban climate research 
- examples from Göteborg

Sofia ThorssonKassel 20-21 February, 2008 Urban Climate Group,           
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Shadow casting algorithm 
and randomly weight 
shadow casting from the 
whole hemisphere (Ratti
and Richens 1999)
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3D-GIS for urban climate research 
- examples from Göteborg

Continuous images of:
• Sky view factor

- Vertical variations

Lindberg F (2007) Modelling the urban climate 
using a local governmental geodatabase. 
Meteorological Applications, 14:3, 263-273.
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3D-GIS for urban climate research 
- examples from Göteborg

Continuous images of:
• Sky view factor

- Vertical variations

Lindberg F (2007) Modelling the urban climate 
using a local governmental geodatabase. 
Meteorological Applications, 14:3, 263-273.
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3D-GIS for urban climate research 
- examples from Göteborg

Continuous images of:
• Sky view factor

- Vertical variations

Lindberg F (2007) Modelling the urban climate 
using a local governmental geodatabase. 
Meteorological Applications, 14:3, 263-273.
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3D-GIS for urban climate research 
- examples from Göteborg

Continuous images of:
• Sky view factor

- Vertical variations

Lindberg F (2007) Modelling the urban climate 
using a local governmental geodatabase. 
Meteorological Applications, 14:3, 263-273.
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- examples from Göteborg

Continuous images of:
• Sky view factor

- Vertical variations
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Continuous images of:
• Sky view factor

- Vertical variations
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3D-GIS for urban climate research 
- examples from Göteborg

Continuous images of:
• Sky view factor

- Vertical variations

Lindberg F (2007) Modelling the urban climate 
using a local governmental geodatabase. 
Meteorological Applications, 14:3, 263-273.
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Continuous images of:
• Sky view factor

- Vertical variations

• Daily average of potential 
direct incoming shortwave 
radiation 

Lindberg F (2007) Modelling the urban climate 
using a local governmental geodatabase. 
Meteorological Applications, 14:3, 263-273.

3D-GIS for urban climate research 
- examples from Göteborg
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The SOLWEIG-model
SOlar and LongWave Environmental Irradiation 

Geometry model

Modeling spatial variations of  3D radiation 
fluxes (short-wave and long-wave radiation), 
Tmrt - thermal comfort.

Complex urban structures, no vegetation

Large spatial extent or high resolution

Fast computing time

Input: Direct, diffuse and global shortwave 
radiation, air temperature, humidity, urban 
geometry, geographical information (latitude, 
longitude elevation) and surface 
characteristics Lindberg F, Holmer B, Thorsson S (2008) SOLWEIG 1.0 – Modelling 

spatial variations of 3D radiant fluxes and mean radiant temperature in 
complex urban settings. Accepted for publications in International Journal 
of Biometeorology.

3D-GIS for urban climate research 
- examples from Göteborg

Sofia ThorssonKassel 20-21 February, 2008 Urban Climate Group,           
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Central Göteborg (57°N) 2005-10-11

Tmrt (°C)



Central Göteborg (57°N) 2005-10-11

Tmrt (°C)



Central Göteborg (57°N) 2005-10-11
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Central Göteborg (57°N) 2005-10-11

Tmrt (°C)



Central Göteborg (57°N) 2005-10-11

Tmrt (°C)



Validation
A) Integral radiation measurements (Höppe 1992)

B) SOLWEIG (Lindberg et al. 2008)

Three net radiometers (Kipp & Zonen, CNR 1) 

Different building structures, seasons and weather conditions

Sofia ThorssonKassel 20-21 February, 2008 Urban Climate Group,           
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26th of July, 2006 (clear day)

Validation - 3D short-wave fluxes

Lindberg F, Holmer B, Thorsson S (2008) SOLWEIG 1.0 – Modelling spatial variations of 3D radiant fluxes and mean radiant 
temperature in complex urban settings. Accepted for publications in International Journal of Biometeorology.

Sofia ThorssonKassel 20-21 February, 2008 Urban Climate Group,           
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Validation - 3D long-wave fluxes

26th of July, 2006 (clear day)

Lindberg F, Holmer B, Thorsson S (2008) SOLWEIG 1.0 – Modelling spatial variations of 3D radiant fluxes and mean radiant 
temperature in complex urban settings. Accepted for publications in International Journal of Biometeorology.
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26th of July, 2006 (clear day)

Lindberg F, Holmer B, Thorsson S (2008) SOLWEIG 1.0 – Modelling spatial variations of 3D radiant fluxes and mean radiant 
temperature in complex urban settings. Accepted for publications in International Journal of Biometeorology.

Validation – mean radiant temperature

Sofia ThorssonKassel 20-21 February, 2008 Urban Climate Group,           
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Validation – mean radiant temperature

Sofia ThorssonKassel 20-21 February, 2008 Urban Climate Group,           
Department of Earth Sciences, Göteborg University

Data (hourly)

Seven days with different                    
– weather conditions (clear, 
semicloudy and overcast)                   
- seasons (summer and autumn)

Two-sites with different building 
structure SVF (1) 0.91 and (2) 
0.65





Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso (12°N, 1°W)



SOLWEIG - applications

i) climate estimations (shadow pattern, radiation 
fluxes, mean radiant temperature etc.) in 
urban settings

ii) analyse the interaction between urban design 
and thermal environment

iii) creation of thermal comfort maps
iv) analyse the local effect of a changing climate 

in the urban setting

Sofia ThorssonKassel 20-21 February, 2008 Urban Climate Group,           
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Klimat- och sårbarhetsutredningen 2007

Economical effects of 
global warming for Sweden 
2011-2100

Heat related death toll: - 53 billion €



Local effect of a changing climate in the urban setting

Sofia ThorssonKassel 20-21 February, 2008 Urban Climate Group,           
Department of Earth Sciences, Göteborg University

Typical year
Date: 23 June 
Time: 12:00

Climate change scenario A2 +5°C
Date: 23 June 
Time: 12:00

Björklund J 2008 Degree Thesis



Local effect of a changing climate in the urban setting
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Björklund J 2008 Degree Thesis
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Local effect of a changing climate in the urban setting
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Typical year
Date: 25 December

Time: 12:00

Climate change scenario A2 +5°C
Date: 25 December

Time: 12:00

Björklund J 2008 Degree Thesis
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Björklund J 2008 Degree Thesis

Extreme cold stress

Typical year  - Climate change scenario A2 +5 °C
Square, Göteborg, Sweden  25 December



Ongoing and future work

• Develop SOLWEIG
– the current version does not include vegetation and thermal mass of 

buildings, and surface albedo and emissivities are spatially stable 
– user friendly interface and web application, Department of Computing 

Science of Chalmers University 

• Validate SOLWEIG
– Different urban settings, locations, climate, seasons and weather 

conditions  

• Develop thermal comfort maps of different 
scales (national, regional and local)
– effects of a changing climate 
– urban planning, architectural design and environmental policy making

Sofia ThorssonKassel 20-21 February, 2008 Urban Climate Group,           
Department of Earth Sciences, Göteborg University



Thermal comfort in urban planning                         Kassel, 20-21 Feb. 2008

Michael Bruse

BOTworld-
A model for thermal comfort analysis

Institute for Geography
Johannes Gutenberg-University Mainz 

Germany



Overview

Part I: 
Background: The problem of urban microclimate and human 
thermal comfort 

Part II: 
Simulating thermal comfort using the BOTworld MAS

Part III: 
Simulating the impact of thermal comfort on pedestrian 
behaviour



Part I: Introduction 

Part I

Background: 
The problem of urban microclimate 
and human thermal comfort perception



Part I: Introduction

Case study:  A simple urban open space
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Case study: Microclimate conditions

• Wind field

• Air temperature

• Radiative Temperature

• (Humidity)
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Thermal Comfort?

☺

How do the users of open spaces feel with respect to the local climate?



Case study: Resulting PMV value

ENVI-met Simulation 
14:00 CET 
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Case study: Resulting PMV value

PMV frequency distribution

comf. slightly warm warm hot very hot



PMV as a comfort indicator

However…….. 
There is a problem….

The PMV indicator does not match with the observations

Results from Greece (over all seasons)

Source: 
EU-Project RUROS

ASV:

Comfort index
Based on interviews



What are the reasons for the observed differences? 

General issues:

• „Comfort“ aspect is a mix between objective physical comfort
and subjective preferences, moods and other expectations

(hard to handle all together)

• PMV indicator assumes a balanced energy budget of the human body.
(= basic requirement for calculation of thermal comfort using a local approach.

neutralMethodological issues:



What are the reasons for the observed differences?

Reality: 

• Pedestrians move through the urban environment

• It can take up to 20 min to reach a stationary energy balance
(equals. up to 1,6 km distance when walking with v=1.34 m/s)

(no local, stationary energy budget most of the time)   

Methodological issues (contd.):

• „Thermal History“ decides over the local thermal satisfaction

• Pedestrians can use alternative routes (if they exist) to react
on thermal stress

The „Birds eye“ perspective does not help here



Assessing urban microclimate with a MAS

New approach:

Assessment of urban microclimate using agents

Multi-Agent System BOTworld

the climBOTs:  virtual pedestrians with thermal sensation



Part II: The BOTworld MAS 

Part II

Simulating thermal comfort using the 
BOTworld MAS



The BOTworld MAS

BOTworld : Model outline

• Each individual pedestrian is represented by a software „agent“

• Each agent has an own „personality“ and a thermal regulatory system

• Agents move autonomously through the model environment 
experiencing different sequences of microclimatic conditions
(spatially explicit MAS with mobility) 

• The agents have individual plans generated using  
routing points 

• The agents react on other agents (mainly for walking simulation)

• Routing decisions can be modified depending on the assessment 
of the local climate  



climBOT Marvin

Hi, my name is Marvin.

Profession: climBOT

Sex: male

Age: 48 Y

Size: 1.82 m

Weight: 75 kg

Clothing: Summer cloths



Marvin‘s route through the open space
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Marvin‘s thermal sensation after PMV
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The actual reaction of Marvins body…
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Assessment index (d)ET

Assesment based on actual skin and core temperature of the agent

(d)ET: Dynamic Equivalent Temperature (kind of perceived temperature)
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Def (d)ET:

Indoor room (air) temperature, 
that would lead to the observed 
outdoor skin and core 
temperature



Case study: Comparing (d)ET and PMV…

… based on local averages using a simulation of 1500 climBOTs
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Part II: The BOTworld MAS 

Part III

Simulating the impact of thermal comfort 
on pedestrian behaviour



Case study: Redesigning the space

Trees/ Hedges

Benches

Restaurant tables



Case study: Thermal assessment of redesign

Average of local assessment over 1290 agents:                      -1: worst…. +1: best 
(Criteria: Thermal state (Tsk) versus Radiative Temperature (Tmrt)

Original design Redesign



Case Study: Rules for using optional targets

Rules for using optional targets (bench, restaurant table,…)

- Assessment of optional target location must be at least neutral (0) 

- Attractive range maximum 10 m (bench) or 100 m (restaurant)

- Cancel of visit (sitting on bench,..) if local assessment falls below – 0.2 

- Random choice if accepting target or not if the rules above apply

(All rules can be adjusted in the MAS interface)



Case study: Resulting occupation patterns

Occupation time besches / restaurant in percent of total simulation time 

Original design Redesign



Conclusions

• Problem of non-local thermal effects on thermal assessment can be solved with MAS

• Simulated effect: Local changes influence overall assessment 

• Adoption to difficult cases possible (old people, queuing people,…)  

• Implementation of “game rules” allow consistent and neutral assessment of 
changes 

Next steps:

• Comparison with field data,

• Adjustment of rules,

• More case studies (video cam)
• …



The End

Thank you!

BOTworld
www.envi-met.com

www.botworld.info
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conclusions

Summary

1. Introduction

2. General research setup

3. three research project parts
- thermal comfort “experience schemata”
- thermal comfort “mental maps”
- thermal comfort and spatial configuration and materials

4.  Conclusions



What motivated this research? 

1. Dutch public often airs problems about thermal discomfort in public 
squares

2. it is not considered in technical norms or other design guidelines

3.  designing for thermal comfort is not an issue in education of urban and 
landscape designers

4.  the author’s own experience of a design project being deranged 
because of thermal comfort not considered

DIpl. Ing. MA (AA) Sanda Lenzholzer, 
Chairgroup Landscape Architecture, Droevendaalsesteeg 3, 6708 PB Wageningen, NL

introduction



An example from professional 
experience:

Canadaplein, Alkmaar

DIpl. Ing. MA (AA) Sanda Lenzholzer, 
Chairgroup Landscape Architecture, Droevendaalsesteeg 3, 6708 PB Wageningen, NL

introduction



Canadaplein Alkmaar I

DIpl. Ing. MA (AA) Sanda Lenzholzer, 
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introduction



Canadaplein Alkmaar II

DIpl. Ing. MA (AA) Sanda Lenzholzer, 
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introduction



Canadaplein Alkmaar III

DIpl. Ing. MA (AA) Sanda Lenzholzer, 
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introduction



semi- natural 
conditions:

manipulable by 
urban design

psychological 
dimension
indirectly

manipulable by 
urban design

built environment
manipulable by urban design 
on smaller scale

human thermal 
experience

public space
- geometry
- proportions
- openness
- materialization

urban 
microclimate

DIpl. Ing. MA (AA) Sanda Lenzholzer, 
Chairgroup Landscape Architecture, Droevendaalsesteeg 3, 6708 PB Wageningen, NL

introduction



What are the knowledge gaps?  

1. Internationally: 
- no insight into mechanisms of long-term experience of urban places

with respect to their microclimate

2.   internationally for Northwestern Europe
- no knowledge about urban design correlating spatial/ material

perception of urban squares and thermal comfort

3. for the Netherlands with its specific climate:
- no rules of thumb for thermal comfort in urban design

DIpl. Ing. MA (AA) Sanda Lenzholzer, 
Chairgroup Landscape Architecture, Droevendaalsesteeg 3, 6708 PB Wageningen, NL

introduction



research project with case-studies

1. empirical research: thermal experience and microclimate (completed)

2. research by design (to be completed)

DIpl. Ing. MA (AA) Sanda Lenzholzer, 
Chairgroup Landscape Architecture, Droevendaalsesteeg 3, 6708 PB Wageningen, NL

general research setup



Research questions and methods, empirical research
1. what is the relation of human thermal experience “schemata” about a 
public space and its factual microclimate?

- comparison of “preference/ avoidance maps ” showing thermal
experience “images” and facutal measurements

2. are there spatial typologies that are preferred or avoided with respect to 
microclimate experience? 

- Pattern analysis of “preference/ avoidance maps ”

3. are there specific spatial and materialization typologies that influence
thermal experience? 

- statistical analysis of user interviews

DIpl. Ing. MA (AA) Sanda Lenzholzer, 
Chairgroup Landscape Architecture, Droevendaalsesteeg 3, 6708 PB Wageningen, NL

general research setup



DIpl. Ing. MA (AA) Sanda Lenzholzer, 
Chairgroup Landscape Architecture, Droevendaalsesteeg 3, 6708 PB Wageningen, NL

general research setup

A.  observations
Description of subject: time, 
location in space, wind-direction (locate both on map)

Circle where appropriate
Age group: child, teenager, 20-29, 30-39, 40-49, 50-59, 60-69, >70 

•Sex: Male, Female
•Clothing - upper body: sleeveless short sleeves long sleeves
- lower body: short trousers/skirt long trousers/skirt 

- vest/cardigan, jacket  raincoat overcoat,
•Accessories     Sunglasses Cap/ hat umbrella
•Food/drink consumption:     Cold drink        Hot drink       Cold Food Warm food
•Interviewee presently stays in sunlight:   Yes      No

B.  QUESTIONS
Intro: We are doing research about  thermal comfort in this public space and how this is related to the spatial setup of this place. 
Do you know this square and can we ask you a few questions about this?

Thermal comfort:

•Can you mark zones of thermal comfort and discomfort that you know from experience on the map?

•Can you explain why you find it comfortable or not in these zones, in terms of sun, wind, etc.? 



DIpl. Ing. MA (AA) Sanda Lenzholzer, 
Chairgroup Landscape Architecture, Droevendaalsesteeg 3, 6708 PB Wageningen, NL

general research setup

“mental maps” of microclimate preference/ avoidance
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general research setup

Perception of the place: 
•Do you think the proportions of this square are:

Too wide good Too narrow

•How do you think about the openness of this square? 
(If people don’t understand explain that there are not many elements on the square, e.g. furniture, trees etc.?

I like it No opinion I do not like it

• If “proportions/ openness” is answered negatively: What would you change in the spatial setup?

• Which of the materials used in this square, in the facades, furniture, the floor etc. in your opinion have a warm and which have a cold appearance?
• where are they situated?

General: 
•Why have you come here? ……………………………………………………………………………………
•Were you outdoors 5 minutes ago? a) Yes  b) No
•How frequently do you use the space? a) per day....  b) per week…. c) per month… d) per year…….
•Other remarks



measurements with the mobile mini- weatherstation

DIpl. Ing. MA (AA) Sanda Lenzholzer, 
Chairgroup Landscape Architecture, Droevendaalsesteeg 3, 6708 PB Wageningen, NL

general research setup
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general research setup

comparison of meteorological means and measurement data
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Neckerspoel, Eindhoven: station/ bus terminal, monofunctional transit/ waiting 
square

DIpl. Ing. MA (AA) Sanda Lenzholzer, 
Chairgroup Landscape Architecture, Droevendaalsesteeg 3, 6708 PB Wageningen, NL

general research setup



Neckerspoel: pedestrian movement along fixed paths, relatively good “sittability” in 
waiting areas

DIpl. Ing. MA (AA) Sanda Lenzholzer, 
Chairgroup Landscape Architecture, Droevendaalsesteeg 3, 6708 PB Wageningen, NL

general research setup



Grote Markt, Groningen: market square, many different functions, “mid- to small 
grain” structure

DIpl. Ing. MA (AA) Sanda Lenzholzer, 
Chairgroup Landscape Architecture, Droevendaalsesteeg 3, 6708 PB Wageningen, NL

general research setup



Grote Markt: pedestrian movement dispersed, good “sittablity” in cafes, rest very 
low “sittability”

DIpl. Ing. MA (AA) Sanda Lenzholzer, 
Chairgroup Landscape Architecture, Droevendaalsesteeg 3, 6708 PB Wageningen, NL

general research setup



Spuiplein, Den Haag: manifestation square, little functions attached, “coarse grain”
building structure

DIpl. Ing. MA (AA) Sanda Lenzholzer, 
Chairgroup Landscape Architecture, Droevendaalsesteeg 3, 6708 PB Wageningen, NL

general research setup



Spuiplein: pedestrian movement along main paths, good “sittablity” in cafes and on 
stairs, rest low “sittability”

DIpl. Ing. MA (AA) Sanda Lenzholzer, 
Chairgroup Landscape Architecture, Droevendaalsesteeg 3, 6708 PB Wageningen, NL

general research setup



Research question 1 “experience schemata”

What is the relation of human thermal experience “schemata”
about a public space in comparison with its factual microclimate?

DIpl. Ing. MA (AA) Sanda Lenzholzer, 
Chairgroup Landscape Architecture, Droevendaalsesteeg 3, 6708 PB Wageningen, NL

research on thermal comfort “experience schemata”
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research on thermal comfort “experience schemata”

map- comparisons experience and measured data

example: experience “too windy”
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research on thermal comfort “experience schemata”

map- comparisons experience and measured data

example: experience “comfortably sunny”
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research on thermal comfort “experience schemata”

example case Spuiplein, Den Haag
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research on thermal comfort “experience schemata”

example case Spuiplein, Den Haag
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research on thermal comfort “experience schemata”

example case Spuiplein, Den Haag

Experienced situation “too windy” compared to wind- maps Experienced situation “uncomfortable” compared to PMV

Zone 
nr.

Percentage matching 
with average data

Percentage matching with 
extreme data

1 40% 60%

9 0% 40%

10 0% 40%

15 30% 80%

16 30% 80%

17 30% 80%

18 40% 60%

Zone 
nr.

Percentage matching 
with average data

Percentage matching with 
extreme data

1 0% 70%

5 0% 70%

9 0% 70%

10 7% 70%

15 7% 90%

16 7% 90%

17 7% 90%

18 0% 70%

Experienced situation “comfortable” compared to PMVExperienced situation “comfortably sunny” compared to 
Tmrt- maps

Zone 
nr.

Percentage matching 
with average data

Percentage matching with 
extreme data

4 100% 40%

11 100% 30%

13 100% 30%

Zone 
nr.

Percentage matching 
with average data

Percentage matching with 
extreme data

4 20% 30%
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research on thermal comfort “experience schemata”

map- comparisons experience and measured data, overview

Calculation matches of all results in %

Spuiplein Neckers
poel

Grote 
Markt

total

hypothese 1- averages 27% 43% 53% 41%

hypothese 2- extremes 63% 48% 72% 61%



Results thermal comfort “experience schemata”

1. the extreme measurement data explain long- term experience
mechanisms better than averages, suggesting that extreme 
microclimate events have a strong impact on the schemata 
people develop about a place 

2. these microclimate schemata, because they are based on
extremes are generally more negative than positive

3. Still, about one third of experience schemata can not be
explained through factual microclimate

DIpl. Ing. MA (AA) Sanda Lenzholzer, 
Chairgroup Landscape Architecture, Droevendaalsesteeg 3, 6708 PB Wageningen, NL

research on thermal comfort “experience schemata”



Research question 2 “mental maps”

Are there spatial typologies that are preferred or avoided with
respect to microclimate experience? 

DIpl. Ing. MA (AA) Sanda Lenzholzer, 
Chairgroup Landscape Architecture, Droevendaalsesteeg 3, 6708 PB Wageningen, NL

research on thermal comfort “mental maps”
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research on thermal comfort “mental maps”

analysis spatial patterns
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research on thermal comfort “mental maps”

analysis spatial patterns
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research on thermal comfort “mental maps”

analysis spatial patterns
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research on thermal comfort “mental maps”

analysis spatial patterns

protected
areas

sunny fronts of 
buildings

cafe-terraces

entrances of 
street
canyons

“windy”in 
front of tall
buildings

“windy”in 
middle of 
squares

experience “comfort”experience “discomfort”



Results thermal comfort “mental maps”

1. people in their mental maps seem to have “spatial cues” for
microclimate: spatial configurations that are connected with
certain microclimate properties

2. in comparison to factual microclimate (also see research part 
on schemata) these “mental maps” partly do and partly do not
match with reality

DIpl. Ing. MA (AA) Sanda Lenzholzer, 
Chairgroup Landscape Architecture, Droevendaalsesteeg 3, 6708 PB Wageningen, NL

research on thermal comfort “mental maps”



Research question 3

Are there specific spatial and materialization types that influence
thermal experience? 

DIpl. Ing. MA (AA) Sanda Lenzholzer, 
Chairgroup Landscape Architecture, Droevendaalsesteeg 3, 6708 PB Wageningen, NL

research on thermal comfort and spatial configuration and materials
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research on thermal comfort and spatial configuration and materials

1 main hypothesis

“thermal discomfort is perceived because of configuration 
and materialization of an urban place”

3 subhypotheses:

a. thermal discomfort can be influenced by too wide proportions of 
a square

b. thermal discomfort can be influenced by  a too open “void” space 
in a square

c. thermal discomfort can be influenced by the use of materials 
with a “cold” appearance



DIpl. Ing. MA (AA) Sanda Lenzholzer, 
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research on thermal comfort and spatial configuration and materials

statistical analyses

testing subhypothesis a: “thermal discomfort can be influenced by too wide 
proportions of a square”

dependent variable thermal dis/comfort correlated with the independent variable: proportions of the square

Tests of Between-Subjects Effects

Dependent Variable: diffcomf

Source
Type III Sum of 

Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

Corrected Model 134.024 8 16.753 1.698 0.095

Intercept 246.111 1 246.111 24.945 0.000

width 79.446 2 39.723 4.026 0.018

plein 9.013 2 4.507 0.457 0.634

width * plein 21.715 4 5.429 0.550 0.699

Error 6,768.111 686 9.866

Total 7,527.000 695

Corrected Total 6,902.135 694

a. R Squared = .019 (Adjusted R Squared = .008)

subhypothesis a proven: “thermal discomfort is influenced by too wide proportions of 
a square”
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research on thermal comfort and spatial configuration and materials

statistical analyses

testing subhypothesis b: “thermal discomfort can be influenced by a too open “void”
space in a square”

dependent variable thermal dis/comfort correlated with the independent variable: openness of the square

Tests of Between-Subjects Effects

Dependent Variable: diffcomf

Source
Type III Sum of 

Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

Corrected Model 439.294 5 87.859 10.061 0.000

Intercept 397.563 1 397.563 45.526 0.000

open 370.249 1 370.249 42.399 0.000

plein 5.724 2 2.862 0.328 0.721

open * plein 46.166 2 23.083 2.643 0.072

Error 5,134.760 588 8.733

Total 6,102.000 594

Corrected Total 5,574.054 593

a. R Squared = .079 (Adjusted R Squared = .071)

subhypothesis b proven: “thermal discomfort is influenced by a too open “void”
space in a square”
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research on thermal comfort and spatial configuration and materials

statistical analyses

proposals of interviewees against the “opnenness”

place flowers trees
monuments/ 
art

fountains/wa
ter seats pavillions

wind/rainscr
eens others

DenHaag 18% 23% 4% 2% 22% 2% 2% 13%

Eindhoven 8% 12% 0% 0% 17% 1% 17% 2%

Groningen 7% 29% 0% 8% 23% 2% 4% 10%

average 11% 21% 1% 3% 21% 2% 8% 8%

interesting: most proposals also have a significant impact on microclimate!
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research on thermal comfort and spatial configuration and materials

statistical analyses

testing subhypothesis c: “thermal discomfort can be influenced by the use of 
materials with a “cold” appearance”

dependent variable thermal dis/comfort correlated with the independent variable: materials cold/ warm

Tests of Between-Subjects Effects

Dependent Variable: diffcomf

Source
Type III Sum of 

Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

Corrected Model 74.853 5 14.971 1.749 0.123

Intercept 259.473 1 259.473 30.322 0.000

matcw 66.795 1 66.795 7.806 0.006

plein 4.268 2 2.134 0.249 0.779

matcw * plein 6.625 2 3.313 0.387 0.679

Error 2,815.344 329 8.557

Total 3,375.000 335

Corrected Total 2,890.197 334

a. R Squared = .026 (Adjusted R Squared = .011)

subhypothesis c proven: “thermal discomfort is influenced by the use of materials 
with a “cold” appearance”
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research on thermal comfort and spatial configuration and materials

spatial analysis materials and “cold/ warm appearance”

striking differences in perception of 
materials and their spatial
distribution in different squares



brief discussion of results of 3 theses

“thermal discomfort is influenced by too wide proportions”
- possible “reading” of wide places to be wind-catchment areas

“thermal discomfort is influenced by a too open space”
- discomfort about having no possibility to find shelter or shadow
- possible “reading” of wide places to be wind-catchment areas

“thermal discomfort is influenced by the use of materials with a 
“cold” appearance”
- aesthetic experience of “cool” colours relating to cold ice, water, etc. 
- materials with high reflectivity and high heat conductivity evoking a “cold”
sensation when touched

DIpl. Ing. MA (AA) Sanda Lenzholzer, 
Chairgroup Landscape Architecture, Droevendaalsesteeg 3, 6708 PB Wageningen, NL

research on thermal comfort and spatial configuration and materials



General Conclusions

-People have developed perceptual schemata through which they
assume urban spatial patterns to have certain microclimatological
properties

-the thermal experience schemata are influenced by extremes and 
thus have a negative bias that influences “overall image” of place

-These schemata only partly relate to microclimate reality, so other
reasons might influence the perceptions as well

-material perception might be a factor that explains thermal
discomfort additionally to these schemata (see case Spuiplein 
versus Grote Markt)

DIpl. Ing. MA (AA) Sanda Lenzholzer, 
Chairgroup Landscape Architecture, Droevendaalsesteeg 3, 6708 PB Wageningen, NL

conclusions



Implications for urban designers

Research part 1 
not only factual causes for microclimate extremes have to be dealt with in 
design, but also the negative idea people have about some places needs
to be addressed with strong counteractors

Research part 2
experienced thermally discomfortable places on Dutch squares should be
improved:
“entrances” of the square, foot and corners of high-rise buildings, open 
middle of squares 
thermally comfortable places on Dutch squares should be enhanced:
“suntrap” areas , wind- protected areas

DIpl. Ing. MA (AA) Sanda Lenzholzer, 
Chairgroup Landscape Architecture, Droevendaalsesteeg 3, 6708 PB Wageningen, NL

conclusions



Implications for urban designers

Research part 3 
perceived thermally uncomfortable places and materials

- avoid too squares proportions too wide- better create smaller spaces or
subplaces

-avoid too open squares- better offer sufficient vegetation and other
elements that also improve or diversify microclimate

- in Dutch context avoid use of “cold” materials: cool colours, smooth
texture, high reflectivity, high heat conductivity, rather use materials with
warm appearance, colour and physical properties

DIpl. Ing. MA (AA) Sanda Lenzholzer, 
Chairgroup Landscape Architecture, Droevendaalsesteeg 3, 6708 PB Wageningen, NL

conclusions



empirical research part is complete- what next?

DIpl. Ing. MA (AA) Sanda Lenzholzer, 
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conclusions



Air Ventilation Study  - Department of Architecture, The Chinese University of Hong Kong

Outdoor Thermal Comfort for Hong Kong People

Transverse Survey and Longitudinal Study
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Air Ventilation Study  - Department of Architecture, The Chinese University of Hong Kong

TWO Main Questions
Question 1
What is the Thermal Comfort Requirement of Hong Kong People?

Question 2
What is the range of comfortable Wind Environment for Hong Kong 
People?
Understand the effect of wind on people’s thermal sensation. How does 
people’s thermal sensation change with changing wind condition?

TWO Study Methods
Method 1 (Question 1)
Transverse Survey

Method 2 (Question 2)
Longitudinal Study

Outdoor Thermal Comfort Studies



Air Ventilation Study  - Department of Architecture, The Chinese University of Hong Kong

Transverse Survey

Method:
Interview random people about thermal 
sensation while climatic condition is 
measured

Principle:
Capture subject’s thermal sensation in 
certain location at certain time and under 
certain climatic conditions

Result:
Statistical estimated thermal sensation of 
an average person

Equipment: 
Mobile Meteorological Station



Air Ventilation Study  - Department of Architecture, The Chinese University of Hong Kong

Site Selection
Capture a range of environmental conditions.
Factors considered: local microclimate, 
regional topography, urban morphology

Land Use and Nature of Activities.
THREE Classes: Street, Housing Estate, Park

Measuring Period

Transverse Survey

1135240507388Winter
Nov 2006 – Jan 2007

15651712591135Summer
Apr – Aug 2007

TotalParkEstateStreet
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Sub-Tropical Hong Kong Climate 2007
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Transverse Survey (Summer Data)

Result: Thermal Comfort Requirement
Physiological Equivalent Temperature & Thermal Sensation

Mean PET: 28oC

Upper Quartile: 31oC

Lower Quartile: 23oC
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Environmental conditions of the 2700+ surveys



Air Ventilation Study  - Department of Architecture, The Chinese University of Hong Kong

79% > PET of 28ºC

Sun is welcomed

Average mean temp of summer in HK

neutral PET of 28ºC

neutral PET of 19ºC

Environmental conditions of the 2700+ surveys

Average mean temp of winter in HK
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Transverse Survey (Summer Data)

Result: Typical Summer HK
Air Temp: 28oC, HR: 75%, Solar Radiation: 200 W/m2
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Transverse Survey (Summer Data)
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Outdoor Thermal Comfort Studies

Transverse Survey

Comfortable PET: 28oC

Typical HK Summer: 28oC, 75%, 200W/m2, WS = 1.65 m/s required

50% Neutral Sensation when WS: 1.5 – 2.5 m/s

Thermal Adaptation:
Difference sensation between AC/ non-AC subjects

Limitation:
NO information about how people’s thermal sensation changes 
with changing climatic conditions

Air Ventilation Study  - Department of Architecture, The Chinese University of Hong Kong



Outdoor Thermal Comfort Studies

Longitudinal Study

Principle:
Thermal sensation of a relatively small 
number of subjects is followed over 
different climatic conditions

Result:
Information on how thermal sensation 
changes with changing climatic conditions

Air Ventilation Study  - Department of Architecture, The Chinese University of Hong Kong



Longitudinal Study

Subjects: 8 People Procedure:

Air Ventilation Study  - Department of Architecture, The Chinese University of Hong Kong



Climatic Conditions

Direct sunSun-shade
Wind-break

Wind-breakSun-shade

Location    Open Area, The Chinese University of Hong Kong

Longitudinal Study

Air Ventilation Study  - Department of Architecture, The Chinese University of Hong Kong



Longitudinal Study

Results: Effect of Changing Wind Speed

Wind break: V = 0.3 m/s

No wind break: V = 1.0 m/s

0.43 units

Average Slope = 0.23 units/deg
0.43 units = 1.9 deg Temp difference

24.3 26.1

Air Ventilation Study  - Department of Architecture, The Chinese University of Hong Kong



Longitudinal Study

Results: Effect of Changing Solar Intensity

No sun shade: SR = 300 W/m2

Sun shade: SR = 136 W/m2

0.43 units0.55 units

Average Slope = 0.23 units/deg
0.55 units = 2.4 deg Temp difference

23.8 25.7

Air Ventilation Study  - Department of Architecture, The Chinese University of Hong Kong



Longitudinal Study

Results: Predicted Mean Vote (PMV)
An index developed by Fanger to predict the mean value of thermal 
sensation votes of a large group of people in a steady state condition.

2.0

1.5

2.0

1.9

2.3
1.9

PMV is NOT able to predict 
people’s thermal sensation in 
dynamic outdoor environment

Air Ventilation Study  - Department of Architecture, The Chinese University of Hong Kong



Longitudinal Study

Results: Physiological Equivalent Temperature (PET)
A thermal index derived from the heat-balance model of human body. 
It is defined as equivalent to the air temperature in a typical indoor setting 
at which, the heat balance of the human body is maintained, with core and 
skin temperatures equal to those under the conditions being assessed.

25.0 32.3 39.6 46.8

Subjects rated the 
environment as 
THERMALLY NEUTRAL 
when PET is about 25oC

Air Ventilation Study  - Department of Architecture, The Chinese University of Hong Kong



Longitudinal Study

Results: Thermal Sensation and Overall Comfort

very comfortable

comfortable

Very Hot

very uncomfortable

Comfort RangePeople feel comfortable at 
thermally neutral condition

Air Ventilation Study  - Department of Architecture, The Chinese University of Hong Kong

Very Cold



Longitudinal Study

Results: Predictive Formula for Thermal Sensation Vote

TS = 0.1895 Ta – 0.7754 WS + 0.0028 SR + 0.1953 HR – 8.23

air temperature
(deg C)

wind speed
(m/s)

solar radiation
(W/m2)

humidity ratio
(g/kg air)

thermal sensation
(7-point scale)

HIGH correlation
R2 = 0.87

Typical Summer in Hong Kong

Ta = 28oC
RH = 75%
HR = 17.9 g/kg air
SR = 200 W/m2

For TS = 0,
WS = 1.5 m/slight summer clothing

sitting under shade

Air Ventilation Study  - Department of Architecture, The Chinese University of Hong Kong



Longitudinal Study

Summary

Wind
Increase from 0.3 to 1.0 m/s = 2.0 deg Temp drop

Solar
Increase from 130 to 300 W/m2 = 2.4 deg Temp rise

Comfort Vote
People feel comfortable at thermally neutral condition

Predictive Formula
Ta = 28oC, RH = 75% and SR = 200 W/m2

For TS=0, WS = 1.5 m/s

Air Ventilation Study  - Department of Architecture, The Chinese University of Hong Kong



THE END
THANK YOU VERY MUCH

Air Ventilation Study  - Department of Architecture, The Chinese University of Hong Kong



THERMAL COMFORT STUDIES 
IN GREEN SPACES 
BRAGANÇA (PORTUGAL)
Artur Gonçalves, António Ribeiro and Manuel Feliciano
GreenUrbe – Impact of Green Spaces on Urban Environmental Quality



Purposes of the GreenUrbe Project

Evaluate simultaneously different urban green spaces’
impact on environmental quality:

Thermal Comfort;
Air Pollution Mitigation;
Sound Attenuation;
Human attitudes and perceptions.

This Research Project is co-financed by the State 
Foundation for Science and the Technology and the 
FEDER, through Program POCI 2010.



Thermal Comfort - Objectives

Contribute to the current knowledge of the relation 
between green spaces characteristics and thermal 
comfort, by using both meteorological and social 
perception evaluation

Evaluate different comfort situations in order to 
establish a set of recommendations for green 
spaces design



Bragança (Portugal) – Case Study 

LATITUDE 41

LONGITUDE 6º 44’ W

ALTITUDE 69



Regional Climate 

30 YEARS OF DATA (1951-1980)

Frequency (%)

Wind Speed (km/h)

WIND 
DIRECTION
Anual Mean Values



Methodology

Urban ScaleUrban Scale Green SpacesGreen Spaces



Urban Scale– Data Colected



Urban Scale - Land Use and Land 
Cover



Urban Scale – Meteorological 
Measurements



Green Spaces Scale– Diferent 
Aproaches



Green Spaces Scale– Experiments 
under controlled conditions

(A) in an open area 
exposed to the sun 
(grass); 
(B) behind a 
vegetation wind 
shelter of evergreen 
shrubs (grass);
(C) under a large 
shade tree (grass); 
and 
(D) in an open area 
exposed to the sun 
(concrete).

(C)

(B)

(D)

(A)



Green Spaces Scale– Experiments 
under controlled conditions
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Green Spaces Scale– Experiments 
under controlled conditions

A B C D
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(A) in an open area exposed to the sun 
(grass); 
(B) behind a vegetation wind shelter of 
evergreen shrubs (grass);
(C) under a large shade tree (grass); and 
(D) in an open area exposed to the sun 
(concrete).

A
SV

(A) in an open area exposed to the sun (grass); 
(C) under a large shade tree (grass)

Radiation and Average ASV for A 
and C



Green Spaces Scale– Experiments 
under controlled conditions
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Green Spaces Scale - Field surveys on 
different locations

Green spaces users perception on climate comfort
Study under summer conditions (5 campains)
Four different spaces in consecutive days
Users perceptions evaluation (ASV, wind, humidity, 
radiation) (likert scale)
Patterns of use identification (seasonal, time of the 
day, duration, preferences of spaces 
characteristics)
Micrometeorological measurement (mobile and 
Fixed)



Field Surveys

Interview Observation



Study Areas



Study Areas





Future Developments

Urban Scale
Seasonal mobile measurements
Climate Mapping

Green Spaces
Seasonal studies
Diverse indexes evaluations
Micro scale mapping



Thank You

www.esa.ipb.pt/greenurbe
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Meteorological Institute, Albert-Ludwigs-University Freiburg

Strategies and concepts for urban planning to mitigate the adverse impacts of climate

extremes on human comfort and public health in cities

Investigations of street design on thermal comfort –
a multidisciplinary approach

Paul Dostal , Jutta Holst, Helmut Mayer
Meteorological Institute, Albert-Ludwigs-University of Freiburg
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Motivation of KLIMES 

Problem-Hypothesis-Solution

Cities in Central Europe are not adapted to extreme summer heat.

Mitigation of solar radiation can avoid human heat stress in urban 
quarters.

Quantification of human heat stress by measurements and questionnaires 
of pedestrians during hot summer days.

Urban planning concepts for heat mitigation strategies under respect of 
measured and modelled data.

Transfer of derived data into the micrometeorological models. Results of 
the simulation will be integrated into a guideline for heat adapted urban 
planning.
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Research hypothesis

ALUF

Update of 
thermal index

Experimental
research

Meteo data

KAS 1

Questionnaires 
on thermal 
perception

Experimental
research

Socio data

KAS 2

Conversion of 
thermal comfort 

results

Urban planning
concepts

Planning data

JGU

Microclimatic 
simulations

Current and
future scenarios

Model data

Urban Planning Recommendation
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Methods of KLIMES

Comparative review of thermal stress in selected climate
sensible urban structures.

Old parts of the city (turn of the 19th/20th century)
- Few possibilities for new structures
- Expected unfavorable climatic conditions due to 

high grade of sealing; better conditions if street 
trees available

New urban quarters
- 3 to 5-storeyd buildings
- Climatic aspects may have been considered in the

planning process

Areas with multi-storey buildings
- Objectives for rebuilding or renova-

tion

Unused old industrial areas
- Objectives for rebuilding or renova-

tion
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Aims of KLIMES ALUF

Quantification of human thermal comfort in different urban quarters
by means of an experimental approach.

Identification and ranking of heat sensitive urban structures. 

Classification of the Physiologically Equivalent Temperature (PET).

Processing of the derived data for the urban planning guideline. 
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Methods applied in KLIMES ALUF

Fixed and mobile measurements of air temperature, humidity, wind velocity as 
well as short- and long-wave radiative flux densities from all directions (upper + 
lower hemisphere, north, south, east, west) at pedestrian level in different 
urban structures which are typical for cities in Central Europe
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Measurement sites

new urban 
quarter (Vauban)

19th/20th 
century buildings

(Im Grün)
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Examples for results

19th/20th century buildings (Im Grün)
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Examples for results

19th/20th century buildings (Im Grün)
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Examples for results

orientation of the street: 97°, SVF =40%

19th/20th century buildings (Im Grün)
24 May 2007
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Examples for results

south exponated pavement

R
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19th/20th century buildings (Im Grün)
24 May2007
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Examples for results

north exponated pavement

orientation of the street: 97°, SVF =40%
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24 May 2007
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Examples for results

New urban quarters (Vauban)
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Examples for results

New urban quarters (Vauban)
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Examples for results

south exponated pavement

orientation of the street: 112°, SVF =63%
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new urban quarters (Vauban) 
15 July 2007
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Examples for results

north exponated pavement

orientation of the street: 112°, SVF =48%
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new urban quarters (Vauban) 
15 July 2007
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Conclusions
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Within KLIMES, different urban districts were screened by micrometeorological
observations and classified according to their urban structures. 

With the ALUF measurements, measures taken against heat stress, e.g. shading, 
landscape planning, etc. can be evaluated.

Air temperature alone  is not suitable for describing human thermal comfort 
outdoors.

Combined with analyses and approaches taken from social sciences, urban 
planning concepts in environmental modeling, a guideline for adaptive urban 
planning with respect to expected climate change will be developed.
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Outlook

Development of a PET classification by combining results of questionnaires and 
experimental investigations.

Integration of meteorological data and urban planning concepts in the micro-
meteorological model ENVI-met and BotWorld.

Comparison of results from winter measurements (taken 07/08) with those 
from the summer measurements with respect to e.g. solar access. 

Third experimental period in summer 2008 related to open places and sites from 
summer 2007.
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Thank you very much for your interest!



Thermal comfort – student projects

University of Kassel 



Dipl.-Ing. Hendrik M. Laue 

University of Kassel 
Faculty of Architecture, Urban planning and Landscape architecture
Department of Landscape architecture, Design and Construction
Prof. Wigbert Riehl 
Gottschalkstraße 26 
D - 34127 Kassel 

www.uni-kassel.de/fb6/lat/

Centre for Forest, Landscape and Planning
Prof. Dr. Stephan Pauleit
University of Copenhagen
Rolighedsvej 23
DK - 1958 Frederiksberg C

www.sl.life.ku.dk
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abstract vision – a moving ground











material studies – construction detailing
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go back to the theory – human beings











Vision Trend





design idea – location: eiffel, germany















go into pratice again



















Uni Kassel, workshop/project 06/07



thank you very much!!



CLIMATE-SENSITIVE URBAN DEVELOPMENT 
 
Proposition 1 

Under IDEAL conditions (thermal comfort, perceived safety, high-quality architectural de-
sign, comfortable floorscape, sense of well-being, visually stimulating, vitality, etc.) an 
INCREASE of up to more than 50% in walking distance will be tolerated when compared to 
'normally accepted' distances. E.g. people will 'accept' a walk of 900 meters when 600 
meters might be seen as the 'norm' – without feeling that they have gone an extra dis-
tance. 

CLIMATE PROTECTION CAN ASSIST THIS IN OCCURRING 
Proposition 2 

Climatic protection (fully and partially) an increase the regional shopping radius by up to 
10 kilometres or more, for towns of roughly 20,000 – 30,000 inhabitants.  

THIS MAKES THEM MORE COMPETITIVE IN AN URBAN SYSTEM 
Proposition 3 

The power of attraction within a city-centre (especially in a pedestrianized precinct/zone) 
can be significantly increased with even a moderate degree of climate protectedness. 

WEATHER PROTECTION DEVICES SUCH AS CANOPIES, AWNINGS, ARCADES, COLONNADES, 
GLAZED-OVER ROOFS CAN HELP 

Proposition 4 

Favourable micro-climatic conditions will assist greatly in extending the 'outdoor' season, 
especially during the early autumn and late spring (in cities such as Oslo or Toronto, the 
'outdoor period' can be prolonged b yup to 6 weeks. 

CREATE SUN-POCKETS FROM COLD WINDS, PREVENT SHADOWING BY TALL BUILDINGS, USE 
CONIFEROUS TREES FOR WIND BUFFERING (DECIDUOUS TREES FOR SUMMER SHADE), WALLS, 

BUILDINGS, BERMS TO REDUCE WIND VELOCITY, USE BUILDING FORMS WHICH AVOID IN-
CREASED WIND SPEEDS. 

RESULT = OPTIMUM MICRO-CLIMATE 
Proposition 5  

If green modes of movement are to be encouraged (e.g. more pedestrian walking greater 
distances – and using public transport), improved thermal comfort through pedestrian 
protection (also for cyclists) and the provision of beneficial micro-climates will be neces-
sary.  

SHELTER FROM WIND, ICE, SNOW, RAIN MUST OCCUR 
 



CREATING DESIRABLE BIOCLIMATIC CONDITIONS 
(a) Careful decisions must be taken regarding the types and location of vegetation and 

planting for modifying climatic conditions. 

(b) Multiple use of public space over varying times of the day (or night), week or even 
year, will ensure greater activity and animation adding to the perceived importance of 
the space as well as to user safety and satisfaction. 

(c) Degree of shelter, especially at public transport stops and high-intensity cycle use ar-
eas, will achieve greater effectiveness. 

(d) Alternative microclimates should optimally be possible in the same space (some ar-
eas in shade, others exposed to sun – with varying degrees of protection from wind. 

(e) Comfort criteria should be established for all seasons, where possible (especially if 
considerable seasonal variation occurs. 

(f) The attempt to minimize both travel time and distance for cycle users and pedestrians 
constitutes the most important principle if reduction of motor car traffic is desired. 
The concepts of short-cutting and climatic protection can serve either as determining 
or modifying factors vis-à-vis movement patterns within the urban fabric. 
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iMA – who we are – what we do

• Engineering Office, founded in 1995

• 8 Meteorologists, 1 Geographer

• Qualified Test Laboratory for Olfactometry

• Accredited to DIN 17025:2005 since 2005

• Expertises in the Field of Air Quality, Permit Procedures, 
Climate-Studies  
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City of Freiburg

Black Forest

City Center

Industrial Zones
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Frequency of Days with Heat Stress 

Freiburg is situated in the southwest 
of Germany (7°50E/48°N) in the 
upper Rhine valley ca. 270 m asl

One of the warmest regions of 
Germany

+ nice in spring and autumn
- heat stress in summer

(REKLIP, 1995)
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Urban Planning

Different Scales

a)Urban Scale (where to locate new residential areas or 
industrial zones, where to preserve green spaces) 

→ “Master Plan”

b) Local Scale (detailed planning) → “Zoning Plan”
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Methodology of an Urban Climate Analyses

• Gather Regional Climate Data

• Measurements within different Urban Areas

• Modelling important Effects for the whole Urban Area

finally put all this Information to a Urban Climate Map
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Wind Roses in the Rhine Valley near Freiburg

Regional Climate Data
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Local Wind System in the Freiburg areaLocal Wind System in the Freiburg area

nocturnal drainage flow nocturnal drainage flow 
„„HHööllentllentäälerler““

historical data
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City and area of FreiburgCity and area of Freiburg

Digital Elevation Model 
Input Data for Modelling
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Land Use Freiburg

Land Use Model 
Input Data for Modelling
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Historical Data

Urban Climate Analysis 1973
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Areas with a very local climate analysisAreas with a very local climate analysis
created during the last 20 yearscreated during the last 20 years
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Measurement campagne

Long term measurements

Thermal flights

SF-Experiments6

Cold air flow modelling

Ventilation analysis

Bioclimatemodelling

Affect analysis

Air pollution calculations

Temperature
Humidity

Wind

PET-Maps
Day + Night

Affect maps

Climate 
function map

API Map

Surface
Temperature

Day + Night

Flow direction + 
Effect area

Cold air

Cold air flow 
+ Cold air height

Evening + Night

Ventilation
potencial

Immission
NO, SO, Benzol, 
PM10

22

Plannings
advices maps

Procedure
Input Data Methods             Primary maps                             Aggregation                       Results 

Air pollution index

Urban maps

Biotop maps

Digital terrain model

Digital buildings model

Traffic load
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Mobile measurements

91 Measuring Points
red – Temperature, Humidity
blue – Wind, Temperature, Humidity
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Setup of Measuring Points
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Temperature and Flow at 4:00 am
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Diurnal Variation of 
Air Temperature
Freiburg, 08.-09.07.02

- Grassland (Suburban)
- Street Canyon (City)
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Ts °C

Thermal Image Day

Elevated Areas

City Center

Industrial Zones
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Thermal Image Night
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Physiological Equivalent Temperature, Daytime

�4�������������

Modelling Result

PET (Ts, Land Use, Elevation, etc)
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Physiological Equivalent Temperature Nighttime
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Nächtliche Windrosen im Freiburger Raum
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Cold Air Drainage Flow near Sunset

0 100 200 300 400 500
Volumenstrom in m³/sm

Slope Winds dominating
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Cold Air Drainage Flow 5 Hours after Sunset

0 100 200 300 400 500
Volumenstrom in m³/sm

Mountain Winds dominating
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Tracergasexperiments (SF6) 
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Tracergasexperimente Raum Freiburg
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Near Surface Ventilation
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City Center looking from North
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Ventilation 
Map 
Freiburg
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Air pollution

Main source of air pollution: Traffic

Pollutants: NO2, PM10, Benzene, Ozone

Spatial simulation
Main road network (> 5000 Cars/day)
Different drive modi
Consideration of different dispersion situations
Buildings effects not explicitly considered
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Mean Annual Concentrations NO2
Reference Year 2004

Location of Hot Spots
Location of charged Areas
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Urban Climate Map

Contains Information about
• different Climatops
• Ventilation
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Preparing Climate Planning Maps

How to decide, if planning has significant climatic impact:

Sensitive Area, because of High Load

less Sensitive Area
planned Area producing
Heat and/or Pollution

high impact

no impactlow impact
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Human-biometeorological Strain in Urban Areas

• Cold stress
• Heat stress
• Air pollution load

Human  activity  is related to space and time.
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Cold Stress 

Activity Spatial 
relation 

Temporal 
relation 

Alternative Aim Influencing parameters 
(Urban planning) 

Work, School 
etc. 
 

predominant 
Indoors 

Daytime Yes  
(Heating) 

Reduce heating 
energy 

Building construction, 
Density of buildings  
Seal factor 

Sleep (body 
regeneration) 

predominant 
Indoors 

Nighttimes Yes  
(Heating) 

– – 

Leisure, 
Recreation 
 

Outdoors + 
Indoors 

Daytime, 
early evening 

Yes  
(Clothing, 
Indoors) 

(Climate variety) – 

run errands 
(Shopping, 
ways to and 
from work) 

predominant 
Outdoors 

Day and night Conditionally Possibility to stay in 
the sun 
Avoid wind 
exposure 

Deciduous trees 
High buildings 
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Heat Stress

Activity Spatial 
relation 

Temporal 
relation 

Alternative Aim Influencing parameters 
(Urban planning) 

Work, School 
etc. 
 

predominant 
Indoors 

Daytime Conditionally 
 

Sufficient 
ventilation 
Low outdoor air 
temperature 

Location to sources, 
Density of buildings  

Sleep 
(body 
regeneration) 

predominant 
Indoors 

Nighttimes No Sufficient 
ventilation 

Protection of local wind 
systems 
Density of buildings  

Leisure, 
Recreation 
 

Outdoors + 
Indoors 

Daytime, 
early evening 

Yes  
Clothing 

Microclimate 
diversity 

Short distances btw. 
Green areas, parks, 
forest and residential 
areas 

run errands 
(Shopping, 
ways to and 
from work) 

predominant 
Outdoors 

Day and night Conditionally Look for shadow Boulevards, Arcades 
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Air Pollution

Activity Spatial 
relation 

Temporal 
relation 

Alternative Aim Influencing parameters 
(Urban planning) 

Work, School 
etc. 
 

predominant 
Indoors 

Daytime No 
 

Low load 
(good ventilation) 

Location to sources, 
Density of buildings 

Sleep (body 
regeneration) 

predominant 
Indoors 

Nighttimes No Low load 
(good ventilation) 

Location to sources, 
Local wind systems 
Density of buildings  

Leisure, 
Recreation 
 

Outdoors + 
Indoors 

Daytime, 
early evening 

Yes  
 

(Low load) Sport and leisure facilities 
in less loaded areas 

run errands 
(Shopping, 
ways to and 
from work) 

predominant 
Outdoors 

Day and night Conditionally Less importance,  
Less exposition 

Separation of traffic and 
walk ways 
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Affect analysis

Effect Parameters to estimate the Sensitivity of an Area:

a) The actual Load (Heat and/or Pollution)
b) The “Density” of humans in this Area 

⇒ Affect map
(Degree of sensitivity of area on climatic changes: 
Residential areas have a higher sensitivity as trade/industrial 
areas; Recreation areas are more sensitive as agricultural areas)
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Affect analysis Day
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Affect analysis Night
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Climate Planning Map

Contains Information about
• Stresses + Conflicts
• Air Exchange
• Climatic Relevance
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Remaining Problems

• There are no Standards for Changes in Climatic Impacts, 

therefore the weight of our demands is low!

• How to handle subsequent plannings? Each of them may 

produce no remarkable effects – but the sum of them?
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Based on hourly data
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70 years experience in urban climate and planning in Stuttgart
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Baden-Württemberg

Stuttgart

Freiburg
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Stuttgart
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3 km

City center

• lowest point 207 m
highest point 549 m

• total area 207 km²

• area with settlement 102 km²
(49 %)

• thereof area for traffic 29 %

• area with forest 25 %

• population 590 000
population of the region 2 600 000

• population density 2850 p/km²

• Employees 342 000
Employees from outside 205 000
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Department for Urban Climatology and Noise Protection

Air Pollution Control
Local Plan

Mr. Dipl. Ing. Kapp
36-4.21

Measurements,
Internet and Graphics

Mr. PTA Kohfink
36-4.22

EU-Project CARAVEL
Noise Abatement Plan

Mr. Dipl. Ing. Vogt
36-4.23

Urban Climatology II
Air Pollution, Global Climate

Dr. Reuter
36-4.20

Noise Abatement Plan

Mr. Dipl. Geogr. Schene
36-4.31

Computation
Measurement
Dipl. Ing Haag

36-4.32

Noise Abatement Plan

Dipl. Ing Rieger
36-4.33

Noise Protection

Mr. Dipl. Phys. Ebert
36-4.30

Urban Climatology

 Prof. Dr. Baumüller
36-4.00

Urban Climatology I
Local Climate, Local Plan
Mr. Dipl. Met. Hoffmann

36-4.10

The activity of the urban climatology in Stuttgart has a long tradition.
In the year 1938 the municipal council decided to employ a meteorologist, 
to investigate the special urban climate of Stuttgart and the connection to town planning. 

Since that time urban climate is a very important factor for town planning in Stuttgart.
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Development of Stuttgart

1900 2000

6 % 50 %P: 270 000 P: 586 000

1950

28 %
P: 505 000

2100 ?

100 % ?
P: 600 000 ?
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Federal building code
Baugesetzbuch - BauGB

• the requirements of environmental protection

• nature protection and the preservation of the countryside

• ecological balance in nature, and of water, the air, and the climate,

• In preparing land-use plans, public and private interests are to be duly
weighed. 

• A very important demand since 2004 is to involve the public more in to  
the planning process and to produce evironmental reports.
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System of landscape planning and spatial planning in Germany

 

Planning 
area  

Landscape 
planning 

Spatial 
planning 

 
Federal state  

 
Landscape 
programme 

Region 

Part of the 
community 

Landscape 
plan  

Development 
plan 

Regional 
plan 

Land use 
plan 

State-wide 
spatial plan  

1:50.000 to
1:25.000 

Scale  

1:10.000 to
1:5.000 

1:2.500 to
1:1.000  

1:500.000 to 
1:200.000  

Open space 
development 

plan

Landscape 
framework 

plan

Community/
City 

Source: adapted from Federal Ministry for Environment 1998: Landscape Planning Contents and Procedures, Bonn.
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Air Quality Stations in Stuttgart

1 S-Mitte (Schwabenzentrum), 

2 S-Zuffenhausen,

3 S-Bad Cannstatt,

4 S-Mitte-Straße, 

5 Spot-Station Hohenheimer Str., 

6 Spot-Station Am Neckartor, 

7 Spot-Station Siemensstr. 
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Tracergasversuch in Stuttgart (9.8.-10.8.1996)
Investigation with tracer gas (SF6) in Stuttgart
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Infrared-Thermography
radiation temperature

19. August 1988 before
sunrise

red = 20 °C; blue = 10 °C
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Sun‘s location in Stuttgart
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Complex wind field
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MISKAM  (Main Station Stuttgart (old)
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Climate atlas with hints for planning
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Urban Climate Atlas - analysis -
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Urban Climate Atlas - hints for planning -
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- Urban climate information system -
Internet: http://Internet: http://www.stadtklimawww.stadtklima--stuttgart.destuttgart.de
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Hints for planning

Internet: Internet: 
http://http://www.staedtebaulichewww.staedtebauliche--klimafibel.deklimafibel.de
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Urban climate and planning - examples - Ventilation
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Ventilation zones „STEP“
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Ventilation zones „STEP“
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Ventilation zones „STEP“
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Ventilation zones „STEP“
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Ventilation zones „STEP“
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Ventilation zones „STEP“
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Ventilation zones „STEP“
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Slopes
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Slopes
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Green roofs
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Green 
rails
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Green 
parking
lots 
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Green 
streets
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Forest
(25%)
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Benefits of the green areas
parks, forest,vineyards, playgrounds, 
allotments, cemeteries, private gardens

• Water storage
• groundwater renewal
• reduction of drainage canals
• reduction of urban heat island
• thermal comfort
• cold air production
• filter for air pollutants
• place for recreation in the city
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Local development plan
planting obligation :

pv
non built areas must be planted
and cared for

pv1   
underbuild areas have to be
covered with 0.5 m of earth and 
must be planted with trees and 
bushes and must be cared for. 
In the part where the earth
level is higher > 1.5m (due to 
slope) bigger trees typical to 
the local area must be plant.

pv2
areas in which public
playgrounds are allowed
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Conclusion

Let´s make a better urban planning
by using the knowledge of urban climate!
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Thank you for your attention!
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Summary workshop Kassel 20-21.2.2008 
 

Sanda Lenzhölzer, Antje Katzschner 
 

The issues discussed and questions raised during the workshop Thermal Comfort 
in Urban Planning and Architecture under Consideration of Global Climate 
Change were manifold. A few main topics however can be categorized:  

• analysis and assessment models for thermal comfort 
• climate change and expected impacts 
• providing of climatological and meteorological knowledge to planners 
• issues in climate responsive design 
• awareness raising and education.  
The main issues and questions arising from the presentations and discussions 
according to these issues are listed in the following paragraphs. 

1. Analysis and assessment models for thermal comfort 

One of the most discussed aspects during the workshop were assessment stan-
dards for outdoor thermal comfort studies. There is no general definition on ther-
mal comfort in outdoor climates as there is for indoor space. For indoors the con-
cept is to provide the same temperature all year round which is naturally impossi-
ble in outdoor space. The question is how a solution could be developed and 
adapted to different climate zones and seasons. One possible solution discussed, 
is to be fluctuating with seasons and to cut off the extremes. As the presented re-
sults from Hong Kong, and on the opposite Sweden, showed, there might be very 
different comfort zones in different climates and cultures. So according to differ-
ent bioclimatic models which need to be calibrated to different climate zones, cri-
teria are needed how people perceive thermal comfort in relations to spatial use, 
in dependency of the difference behavior in various geographical and cultural re-
gions. 
There also is to clarify, through further research, whether physical climate models 
are valid or whether there have to be included more psychological perception is-
sues which might be helping to generalize. 

An important aspect shown during the workshop was the effect of using different 
materials in the open space. This issue is hardly taken into account in urban 
planning or climatology.  Especially regarding its conduct on heat island and heat 
stress it might be an issue for further research to validate how different building 
materials work. 

As the tendency in planning is towards increasing “interiorization” of urban out-
door space the question raises what does that mean for climate perception? 

2. Climate- change and expected impacts 

The second topic being discussed during the workshop was how climate change 
influences the discussions on thermal comfort. Here again the different climate 
zones have to be taken into account. What significant changes are to be expected 
through climate change for Central Europe? Fact is there will be changes we have 
to adjust to. But there is more need for evidence from health research on heat 
stress. The question is whether there is secured data on the impact of heat stress 
concerning health. A connection health and climate issues has to be made. Here 
again the requirements are facts to convince politics.  
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3.  Providing climatologically and meteorological knowledge for planning and de-
signing disciplines 
 

In urban planning there is the demand for simple and understandable design 
guidelines for design and planning disciplines as they lack the knowledge. Clima-
tologists/ meteorologists should try to prioritize the issues that influence thermal 
comfort so that designers can focus on main issues in climate- responsive design. 
Too complicated models are not useable in the complex planning processes with 
so many other factors having to be taken into account. But this is not only an is-
sue for the scientists. The design and planning disciplines should make climatolo-
gists/ meteorologists more aware of the questions that designers are concerned 
with. More communication between disciplines is needed.  

4. Issues in climate- responsive design 

First of all one has to come up with design guidelines for existing structures as the 
main focus of planning is within existing cities and their adaptation. It should be 
aiming on an overlay of green urban systems for microclimate, ecology and rec-
reation, so there is a synergy between these aspects. Results from Sweden and 
Greece showed that naturalness plays an important role on outdoor thermal com-
fort. 

5. Awareness raising amongst local politicians 

One of the problems concerning climate responsive design is the lack of need 
seen by politics. So the question is how to convince politicians of the necessity of 
regarding urban climate when many other factors are seen to be more important. 
In order to convince politicians, legally accepted tools have to be developed. To 
achieve that threshold values need to be formulated and be embedded into plan-
ning processes, according to the example of environmental impact assessment 
studies.  

Furthermore, there are existing instruments that could be used to implement the 
climate issue.  

For example: 

• In Germany: Grünordnungsplan, Bebauungsplan 

• In the UK/US/Canada: zoning plans 

• In Netherlands/ Belgium: Bestemmingsplan, Structuurvisie, etc. 

The recent climate discussion can help to raise awareness in the public and put 
pressure on politics. 

Is there need to express the benefits of outdoor thermal comfort more in “hard” 
financial terms than in “soft words” to convince politicians?  

6. Awareness raising amongst urban designers and landscape architects 

On the other side not only politicians have to be convinced but the planners as 
well. Here the inspirational, creativity- triggering aspect of climate for very new de-
sign strategies has to be emphasized. To address more professional planners and 
designers' one should be enforcing publications in professional magazines. 
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7. Education of urban and landscape designers 

As long as the climate aspect is not integrated into education of planners and de-
signers there will be no awareness throughout this discipline concerning climate-
responsive design. One way to achieve this aim is to organize courses with the or-
ganizations (Architektenkammer, RIBA, SBA, etc.). And of course to integrate cli-
mate issues into the curriculum of universities and similar institutions. 

This means to make design students more aware of “synaesthetics”. Not only the 
vision as the main sense has to be addressed, but all senses, including the ther-
mal sense. 

8. Networking 

Under consideration of sustainable development an interdisciplinary approach is 
needed to combine the languages of nature science with planning.  Reglementa-
tions and rules in the planning processes have to be fit in the research subject. A 
network can help that specific research is ongoing as normal but the interdiscipli-
nary aspect are taken in cooperation activities.  

Urban development level and global climate change, as well as microclimatic 
thermal conditions, building physics and the design of buildings, neighborhood 
planning in respect to thermal conditions are fields we can work in.  

 

 

 

FUTURE 
 
During the workshop in Kassel a very encouraging discussion took place, which 
shows principles of future research and planning aspects. To solve problems of 
global climate change common activities between researchers and planners as 
well as administration bodies are needed. This has started fruitfully. Of course 
many more questions have to be answered but a start was done and networking 
can begin. 

With this I would like to thank all the participants no matter presenting a paper or 
contributing to the discussion for the help. I do hope to have future meetings like 
this wherever it might take place. 
 
Antje Katzschner  
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